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Birder’s Guide is published by the American Birding Association, Inc., a not-for-proft organization that seeks to inspire all
people to enjoy and protect wild birds.
The American Birding Association, Inc., seeks to encourage
and represent the North American birding community and
to provide resources through publications, meetings, partnerships, and birder networks. The ABA’s education programs
develop birding skills, an understanding of birds, and the will
to conserve. The ABA’s conservation programs offer birders
unique ways to protect birds and their habitats.
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From the President

Jeffrey A. Gordon
Colorado Springs, Colorado
jgordon@aba.org

“...of the many birders I know, only a handful do anything for conservation!”

T

he above is a comment on a Facebook post I saw a year or so ago. It’s typical of a charge that is often
leveled at birders: we only care about our lists, we’re watchers but not doers, we enjoy the fruits of
the contributions to habitat made by hunters and anglers but don’t give back ourselves.
I will be the frst to admit that birders as a community have a long way to go in making our voices heard
and highlighting our contributions as effectively as we should. And there are certain areas where we haven’t
yet found our own ways of giving back—visibly, as birders—to habitat conservation and improvement. Yet.
But just as much as it doesn’t help to ignore valid criticisms and areas where improvements and innovations can and should
be made, neither does it help to underplay what is already a very strong hand, or to allow others inside and outside our community to do so unchallenged.
Standing up for and celebrating what we already do and innovating the things we ought to do better is what Birder’s Guide to
Conservation & Community is all about. Here, you’ll fnd success stories of how birders have made and are making a difference
for birds and for birding. I hope you’ll fnd much to cheer and much to be inspired by. And I hope you’ll agree that giving back
to our community and to the resources we all use is not some kind of penance; rather, it can and should be as fun and fulflling
as any other aspect of birding.
Finally, I hope that the next time you hear someone say that birders don’t care or don’t contribute, you’ll feel prepared to
confdently refute that charge as the nonsense it is.

Good birding,

Jeffrey A. Gordon
President, American Birding Association

From the Editor

W

Michael L. P. Retter
West Lafayette, Indiana
mretter@aba.org

elcome to the frst issue of Birder’s Guide to Conservation & Community! Our goal with this issue
is to highlight the efforts being made by birders in the realms of habitat conservation and environmental education, which both lead to healthier bird populations. We’re particularly proud to
debut “Conservation Milestones” (see p. 12), which highlights the real accomplishments of birders like you.
As always, please be sure to let us know what you did and didn’t like in this issue, so that we may start
planning future issues that better suit your needs. If there’s a topic you see missing that you feel deserves coverage, please let us know. Even better, consider writing about it yourself for the next issue! And if someone
ever tells you birders don’t care about consevation, be sure to send them this link, where they may see this entire issue online,
and for free: <aba.org/birdersguide/>
Good birding,

Michael L. P. Retter
Editor, Birder’s Guide
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About the Authors
Jody Allair is an avid birder and naturalist who enjoys sharing his enthusiasm for
the natural world. As a Biologist and Science Educator at Bird Studies Canada, he
conducts research on at-risk forest birds in
southern Ontario and coordinates BSC’s
Bird Science and Environmental Education Program. He also leads birding trips
for Eagle-Eye Tours.
Liza Barney is a Bird Science and Environmental Educator at Bird Studies Canada.
She engages youth through curriculumlinked education programs and connects
people to the natural world through birdfocused citizen science. An avid naturalist, she explores the amazing diversity of
birds, plants, trees, fungi, butterfies, and
dragonfies of Canada’s unique Carolinian
forests in southern Ontario.
Angela Dwyer is a Wildlife Biologist and
has been with Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory since August 2012. She coordinates
the Mountain Plover nesting program in
Nebraska and enjoys working in the prairie
landscape. She has a background in shorebird ecology and has previously worked
for the National Audubon Society in
North Carolina and Colorado. She recently
moved to Colorado with her husband and
enjoys the beautiful mountains and birding
opportunities Colorado has to offer.

Jane Fitzgerald, an American Bird Conservancy employee, has served as the Coordinator of the Central Hardwoods Joint
Venture, a regional partnership for bird
conservation focused on the Central Hardwoods Bird Conservation Region, for more
than 13 years. Prior to her work with the
joint venture, Jane was the Midwest Coordinator for Partners in Flight. She holds an
M.S. in Biology and a B.S. in Wildlife Conservation and Management from Missouri
State University, and she received a Ph.D.
in Zoology from the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
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Steve Holzman has a B.S in Zoology from
Southern Illinois University and a M.S. in
Wildlife Biology from the University of Georgia. He has worked for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for 23 years and is currently President of the Georgia Ornithological Society. He
has proudly called himself a birder since 1986
and just as proudly called himself a lister since
about the same time. When not on conference
calls, he likes to build bird houses, landscape
his yard for birds, participate in bird counts on
St. Catherine’s Island, and brew beer. He lives
in North High Shoals, Georgia.
Brian Krohnke is a founding member of the
Mindo Cloudforest Foundation and currently
serves as its president. Originally from Minneapolis, Minnesota, Brian has lived in Ecuador
for the past 19 years. Over that time he has
dedicated himself to habitat conservation and
restoration, tree-planting for birds and carbon
dioxide mitigation, birding, coffee-roasting,
and coffee-farming—all while raising a binational family.

Keith McKnight serves as the Coordinator of
the Lower Mississippi Valley Joint Venture,
a partnership dedicated to the conservation
of birds and their habitats in that region. Before this, Keith worked with Ducks Unlimited, serving as Regional Biologist in Texas
and New Mexico, Manager of Conservation
Programs, and Director of Conservation Programs at its national headquarters. Keith has
a Ph.D. from Auburn University, where he
studied the ecology of wintering American
Coots and Gadwalls, and a B.S. and M.S.
from Texas A&M.
Darren Peterie is a wealth management banking executive and has been involved with
birding for 30 years. As its compiler, he established the Sonoma Valley Christmas Bird
Count in 2005. Darren received the 2013 John
Muir Conservation Award and the 2014 Sonoma County Supervisor’s Gold Award for his
work in conservation. He is a co-founder of
the Christmas Bird Count for Kids.

Catherine Rideout serves as the Coordinator
for the East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture,
a voluntary public–private partnership that
seeks to protect and restore bird populations in the region through a strategic approach to conservation of longleaf pine and
other priority habitats. Catherine previously
served as the state ornithologist for the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission. During this time, she worked extensively with
migratory bird joint ventures, served as a
co-chair of Southeast Partners in Flight, and
developed and implemented habitat projects and monitoring programs. Catherine
received a B.S. in Biology from Davidson
College and an M.S. in Biology from Boise
State University.
Tom Rusert is a consultant, retired computer
executive, and lifelong birder. He was the
2011 recipient of the ABA’s Ludlow Griscom
Award for Outstanding Contributions in Regional Ornithology and received the 2013
Conservationists of the Year award from the
John Muir Association. In 1996, Tom helped
to establish the Highlands Plateau Audubon
Chapter and the frst CBC in Highlands,
North Carolina. He currently serves as Executive Director of Sonoma Birding in Sonoma,
California, and is a co-founder of the Christmas Bird Count for Kids.

Noah Strycker, the Associate Editor of Birding
magazine, lives an adventurous life of birds,
at home in Oregon and around the world. He
writes and lectures about the fascination of
birds for a wide range of audiences. Noah is
author of two books, published in 2011 and
2014, and works as an on-board naturalist for
expedition cruises to the Arctic and Antarctic.
Lili Taylor is an actor living in Brooklyn, NY.
Some of her credits include the flms Mystic
Pizza, Say Anything..., and I Shot Andy Warhol,
and the TV series Six Feet Under and Almost
Human (which is currently airing on FOX).
She can now proudly add ABA Board member
to her résumé. Photo © Christina von Messling

After more than 20 years of general birding
and hawk watching, Sheri L. Williamson’s life
got hijacked by hummingbirds when she and
her husband, Tom Wood, moved to Arizona as
live-in managers of The Nature Conservancy’s
Ramsey Canyon Preserve. A quarter century
later, Sheri is still obsessed with these prismatic
pugilists. She feeds them year-round, maintains dozens of hummingbird-pollinated plants
in her garden, writes about them in her blog,
and bands hundreds of them each year. She is
currently working on a revision of her Peterson Series hummingbird guide and is director
of the Southeastern Arizona Bird Observatory.
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ello, I’m Bill Stewart, and it is my
honor to be the American Birding
Association’s frst-ever Director
of Conservation and Community. I’d like
to tell you a little bit about myself, but
mainly, I’d like to tell you about some of
the exciting things we have planned for
this suite of vital programs, and how you
can have fun and enrich your own birding practice through giving back to birds,
bird habitat, and the birding community.
For me, working with young birders,
helping with bird-monitoring efforts,
raising funds for habitat purchase and
improvement, promoting shade-grown
coffee, and the Lights Out! campaign
are all important, enjoyable parts of my
birding practice. I equally like going
out and enjoying migration, competing in our local yard-list challenge, or

Bill Stewart, Director of Conservation & Community

chasing some newly reported hotline
bird. They’re all different, but each is
something I love and want to spend
time doing.
Because I’ve gotten a reputation over
the years as a birder who has taken part
in or led a number of successful conservation and community-building efforts,
I am frequently asked, “How can I make
a difference for the birds I love?” My answer is always the same: Become aware,

10

become concerned, take action, create
results. It’s a pretty simple formula, but
one that I have found useful.
As Conservation Chair of the Delmarva Ornithological Society, I decided
a decade ago to put that formula into action. At the time, it was widely reported
that the rufa subspecies of Red Knot
was going to become extinct within 10
years. The awareness that we could lose
this magnifcent bird raised my concern
to a fever pitch. Because 90% of the
world’s rufa Red Knots use the shores
of Delaware Bay as a migration stopover
during May, I believed that I, along with
all the birders of Delaware and beyond,
had a special obligation to prevent this
dismal prediction from becoming reality.
I simply had to take action, and do what
I could to inspire others to, as well.
Habitat protection, as is so
often the case, was of paramount importance to the
survival of these Red Knots.
With lots of help from others,
I created the Delaware Bird-AThon with the specifc goal of
raising funds to acquire habitat along the Delaware Bay for
spawning horseshoe crabs and
migrating shorebirds. Once I
took that action, I found that
many other people and organizations wanted to join this
initiative. We’ve gotten help
from such diverse partners
as The Conservation Fund, the DuPont
Company, the State of Delaware, and
Dogfsh Head Brewery. David Sibley has
endorsed and supported our efforts, as
have birders from Delaware and around
the world.
All that action has indeed created
results. To date, we’ve acquired more
than 1,200 acres of prime migratory
shorebird habitat in Delaware. That
may not sound like a lot, but remem-
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Wilmington, Delaware
bstewart@aba.org

Bill Stewart

From the Director of
Conservation & Community

ber that prime horseshoe crab/shorebird
habitat is a fairly narrow band of the intertidal zone and salt marsh. A little in
this case means an awful lot, something
I’ve found to be true in all my efforts to
advance the cause of birds and birding.
It’s been true with the Delaware Dunlins
young birders club, with the Lights
Out! Wilmington program, and with
the Peregrine Falcon webcam I helped
establish.
I plan to bring this accessible, common-sense, results-oriented approach
to everything I do in my new position
with the ABA. Whether it’s continuing to
expand and popularize our young birder
programs—something I’ve been doing
for the ABA for nearly three years now—
or revitalizing the ABA’s Songbird Coffee
brand, or helping evolve the successful
and beloved Birders’ Exchange program
that Betty Petersen pioneered and nurtured, I aim to show that birders are
aware, are concerned, and will take action. And I have every confdence those
actions will yield results to make us all
proud and spur us on to do even more.
Finally, even though the ABA has a fne
suite of Conservation and Community
programs that we plan to continue, we’re
not resting on our laurels. Elsewhere in
this issue, you’ll see how you can contribute to habitat protection as a birder
by purchasing a Duck Stamp through
the ABA. We’re also working with a
number of partners to roll out other new
initiatives that will allow birders to contribute under their own banner, something that often hasn’t been easy.
I look forward to sharing more news
with you in the coming months and
years. I’m honored and humbled to be
entrusted with this new position. If you
have ideas or opportunities that you’d
like to share with me, please drop me
a line. I am thrilled to be working with
you!

Conservation Milestones
Here is a green twist on the familiar

Conservation Milestones are published in the Birder’s Guide to Conservation & Community to

“listing” milestones that regularly

recognize efforts toward building a better future for birds and for birders. If you have a con-

appear in Birding (and, before that, in

servation milestone to share, or know someone who deserves to be lauded for conservation

Winging It). Instead of reporting the
numbers of birds people have seen,

and community activities, please contact Conservation Milestones Editor Noah Strycker <noah.
strycker@gmail.com>. We are especially enthusiastic about stories that include photos and
contact information or other resources that inspire others to make their own contributions.

this feature highlights individual milestones in bird conservation—shining
the spotlight on people who go out
of their way to help birds, and who
encourage others to do the same. In
efforts large and small, from backyard
and school-ground oases to bird art
and unique feld trips, the people celebrated on these pages are producing
all kinds of positive change for birds
across North America. Read on, and let
these community heroes inspire you!

Olivia Bouler:
Bird Art for Conservation

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
When the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded off the Gulf Coast in 2010, resulting in the biggest accidental marine
oil spill in history, an 11-year-old girl
from New York heard the news and grew
very concerned. Olivia Bouler had spent
several family vacations on the Gulf,
and knew that the oil would be disastrous for birds. She sent a letter to the
Audubon Society, signed “11 years old
and willing to help,” offering to paint a
bird picture for anyone who contributed
to the recovery effort. Bouler’s drawings,
accurate and cheerful, depict wild birds
of various species, sketched with sure
strokes and shaded in true-to-life colors.
Bouler had little idea what an outpouring of support her letter would

inspire. During the summer of 2010,
she ended up creating 500 original bird
drawings and sent out several thousand
limited-edition prints of her artwork to
satisfy her promise to those who joined
her initiative. Her efforts raised more
than $200,000 to help birds impacted
by the Gulf oil spill, including a $25,000
artist’s grant from AOL, and Bouler was
soon featured on CNN, MSNBC, CBS
News, and other major media. During
an appearance on The Today Show, she
told the hosts, “I want to become an ornithologist and go to Cornell.” She even
met President Obama.
In 2011, many of Bouler’s drawings
were published in a colorful picture
book, “Olivia’s Birds: Saving the Gulf,”
which, in her own words, tells the story
of her campaign while describing some
common and endangered bird species.
Since the book was released, she has
given talks all over the U.S. to further
raise awareness of bird conservation,
and is now (at age 14) working on
a new children’s board game about
migratory birds. You can learn more
about her at <oliviabouler.net>.
Left: Olivia Bouler’s cheerful and trueto-life bird paintings have made a
difference for the Gulf Coast oil spill
recovery. Photo © Nadine Bouler
Right: Young bird artist/activist Olivia
Bouler takes part in an eco-festival in
Wyoming organized by the Teton Raptor
Center. Photo © James Bouler
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Creswell, Oregon
noah.strycker@gmail.com

Noah Strycker
Timothy O’Connell:
Scissortail Celebration

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
In 2009, Timothy O’Connell, an Associate Professor at Oklahoma State University, became a tad jealous of how schoolchildren in Colombia were celebrating
International Migratory Bird Day. He
posted a picture on his personal blog,
showing a street procession of happy
Colombian grade schoolers dressed as
their favorite birds and holding a sign
saying “Festival de las aves migratorias,”
and wrote, somewhat wistfully: “This is
exactly the kind of thing we need to do
with kids here in the States.”
O’Connell’s wish was his own command. In the fall of 2010, he visited his
kids’ school in Oklahoma to talk about
Scissor-tailed Flycatchers—a beautiful,
easy-to-identify, common but regional,
international migrant, ideal for instilling local pride—and then took a group
of 20 children and parents to a nearby
park to see hundreds of Scissortails
roosting in advance of fall migration. He
described a small town in Mexico where
the fycatchers spend their winter, and
found himself answering a lot of enthusiastic questions from parents who had

never paid attention to birds before. Seeing 200 Scissortails “buzzing all around
you,” O’Connell points out, is pretty
darned cool, and his inaugural “Scissortail Celebration” was an all-around
success.
So he kept up the tradition. In 2012,
instead of saying adios to Scissortails in
the fall, O’Connell held the event in April
to welcome the birds back from their
spring migration. Of the 18 people who
showed up, only one was from the local
Audubon Society chapter; the celebration inspired a new group of people to
enjoy their natural heritage. O’Connell
planned another go at it this year, and,
he says, “Someday, when I’m retired, I’m
going to stage a Scissortail Celebration
that’ll knock your socks off”—which
shouldn’t be too hard, as Scissor-tailed
Flycatchers are pretty good sock-knockers all on their own.
Check out Timothy O’Connell’s blog
at <eatmorecookies.wordpress.com>.

Tawna Mertz:
A Little Slice of Bird Heaven

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
“Our 0.42 acres of paradise,” says Tawna Mertz, a scientifc writer and editor,

Inspired by the schoolchildren in Colombia, Timothy O’Connell stages his own Scissor-tailed
Flycatcher celebration to welcome the birds back to Oklahoma. Photo © Timothy O’Connell

Tawna Mertz has won over her neighbors
to the joys of birdscaping—including a nextdoor neighbor who put up bird feeders in
his own yard. Photo © Bruce Mertz

“is on Kent Island, a large island on the
Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. When we
moved here 20 years ago, my neighbors
suggested we ‘fll in the wet areas’ in the
backyard. No way! This was my chance
to restore a wetland with native plants.”
With her husband, Mertz got right
to work planting things their neighbors
“never knew existed, like sweet bay magnolia, viburnums, swamp white oaks,
river birch, Atlantic white cedar, and native grasses like sea oats.” She decided
to let older trees and snags stand on the
property, as long as they weren’t threatening the house, to the occasional annoyance of others in the neighborhood.
One particular neighbor asked Mertz
to remove a snag on the border between
their two yards, but the snag had a pair
of Red-bellied Woodpeckers nesting in
a cavity about 20 feet off the ground.
Mertz took him to the spot, pointed
out the hole in the tree, and, on cue,
the young woodpeckers peeked out-
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Conservation Milestones
side, begging loudly. The neighbor was
smitten: He quit complaining about
the snag, put up some bird feeders in
his own yard, and now enjoys chatting
about the birds he sees.
“That moment with the Red-bellies
reminds me that those small moments
can make a huge difference,” Mertz says.
Her latest publication, The Green Book

for the Bay, gives advice on backyard
landscaping around Chesapeake Bay.

Elijah Martineau:
Ultimate Bird Station

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Partly inspired by his older brother, who
did a conservation project for the ABA’s
Young Birder of the Year contest in 2012,

Elijah Martineau proudly poses in front of the Fenner Nature Center in Lansing, Michigan.
Photo © Cindi Martineau

then-12-year-old Elijah Martineau took
on the task of designing a bird-feeding
station for his local nature center (near
Lansing, Michigan) in 2013.
Martineau quickly realized that attracting birds is no small enterprise; the
eventual plan included native plants, a
trellis, a heated water feature, a variety
of bird feeders, a roost box, a windowattached butterfy nesting box for viewing inside the center, nesting spots for
native bees, a turkey and deer feeder, a
brush pile, a compost bin, and a walkway—all of which would cost roughly
$1,200 just for materials. Undaunted,
he campaigned on Indiegogo (a crowdfunding website like Kickstarter), offering handwritten thank-yous and bird
postcards as perks, and raised the necessary funds from 45 individual donors.
With help from his parents and other
volunteers, Martineau built everything
from the ground up, stripping out lawn
and fagstones to make way for the lush
wildlife attraction. By the time it was
done, he had put 90 hours into the project. The bird setup will take some maintenance, especially over the next year as
the plants grow, but visitors to Lansing’s
Fenner Nature Center—be they feathered, furred, or human—will be able to
enjoy the wildlife-friendly grounds for
years to come.

Mel Goff:
Field Trips and Citizen Science

Elijah Martineau, with help from investors, parents, and other volunteers, created a new bird
feeding station at the Fenner Nature Center in Lansing, Michigan. Photo © Elijah Martineau
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Mountains, prairies, lakes, state and national parks, urban settings—Mel Goff
covers them all with an eye on birds and
their environment.
As the feld trip coordinator for the
Aiken Audubon Society in Colorado
Springs, Goff serves both conservation
efforts and the community. The Colorado Springs area has access to a large
variety of habitats, ranging from open
prairie and riparian corridors to mountain landscapes and pine forests, and
Goff arranges trips to coincide with the
ideal times of the year to see birds and
the habitats at their best.
Goff often follows monthly programs
with feld trips that carry on the pro-

“We have been able to see the effects of forest fres on habitat and
wildlife, both positive and negative,”
Goff says.
Members participate in seasonal
bird counts, Christmas Bird Counts,
and the Great Backyard Bird Count.
In addition to organizing feld
trips, Goff actively promotes the use
of eBird as a way to not only track observations, but to also “lend our eyes
and ears as citizen scientists to the
eBird initiative.” He has even developed and given a class on eBird basics
for his local weekly birding group.
See what the Aiken Audubon Society
is up to at <www.aikenaudubon.com>.
Mel Goff—shown here with his wife Jeanne on a
feld trip to Chico Basin Ranch, Colorado—serves
conservation and the community as the feld trip
coordinator for the Aiken Audubon Society in
Colorado Springs. Photo © Jeannie Mitchell

gram theme. For example, the December 2013 program on raptor identifcation was followed by two raptor ID feld
trips on the open prairies east of the city.
A feld trip on eagles coincided with the
Pueblo State Park Eagle Days event. The
group’s April 2014 program on the region’s insects will be followed in June
with a trip to one or more areas where
insects are seen to be active and plentiful. The group also has spring trips to
local migrant traps, including the Chico
Basin Ranch (CBR).
“CBR is a working cattle ranch that
prides itself on its many conservation
programs,” Goff says, “and we get a taste
of that as well as a chance to view an active bird banding station that is run by
the Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory.”
Some feld trips highlight local specialties, such as Lewis’s Woodpecker,
rosy-fnches, Mountain Plover, and prairie-chickens. Trips to Brett Gray Ranch,
a Nature Conservancy location, offer
a valuable look into life on the prairie.
Trips to mountain towns, lakes, and parks
provide a chance to see such mountain
specialties as Clark’s Nutcracker, Whitetailed Ptarmigan, Gunnison Sage-Grouse,
and Flammulated Owl.

Chloe Walker:
Backyard Oasis

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
As part of her entry in the ABA
Young Birder of the Year contest in
2013, Chloe Walker, now 14, of
Murfreesboro, Tennessee, decided to
do a conservation project to improve
the bird habitat in her backyard. The
idea sounded fun and interesting, and
seemed like a good frst effort for a beginning conservationist. Walker fgured
she might learn more about habitats and
the effects they have on nature right outside her back door. Plus, it could turn
into a life-long interest.
“During the period of working on my
project,” she says, “I added lots of neat
and important additions to our yard.”
Walker replaced the family’s concrete
bird bath with a running water bird bath,
which attracted regular backyard birds
and lots of migrating Tennessee Warblers, including a couple of Swainson’s
Thrushes that worked up the bravery
to take a bath. She also installed native
Tennessee plants, such as goldenrod,
black-eyed Susan, purple conefower,
red salvia, butterfyweed, verbena, coreopsis, and muhly grass.
Besides adding new features to the
yard, Walker began using a recipe for
cleaning bird feeders and bird baths
more naturally, removed a nest box that
was potentially hazardous to birds that
might try to nest there, and persuaded

Chloe Walker, 14, of Murfreesboro, Tennessee, combines her love of birds and
landscaping by improving the bird habitat
in her backyard. Photo © Miriam Walker

A Swainson’s Thrush takes a dip in Chloe Walker’s
running water bird bath. Photo © Chloe Walker
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her parents to let the grass grow “wild”
along the tree line and in the dog run.
She wrote an article about her project
for her local ornithological society newsletter to encourage others to improve
their backyards and created a blog called
Better Bird Habitats <betterbirdhabitats.
blogspot.com>.
Walker’s yard is an inspiration for other
young birders. She has long loved landscaping and birds, but her conservation
project “made me fall in love even more.”
“I had a wonderful time working on
my project,” she says, “and I can’t wait to
do more work improving the bird habitat in my backyard in the future!”

Jack & Lois Baird:
Staten Island Legacy

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Back in the 1970s, Jack and Lois Baird
bristled at the idea of three six-story
apartments taking over 26 acres on the

Jack and Lois Baird like to do things togetherÑin the 1970s, they rallied the community
to turn a few acres of wetlands into a bird
sanctuary. Photo © Mark Stein

south shore of New York’s Staten Island.
“You know,” the Bairds said at the
time, “that doesn’t go in our neighborhood. That’s not right.”
The Bairds, who have always enjoyed
doing things together, collected 2,500
signatures on a petition against the project. When the Department of City Planning wouldn’t accept their petition, they
refused to give up. Instead, they organized. Their small grassroots organization, called Friends of Poillon Avenue
Wetlands, rallied together community
members to save those few acres of wetlands from housing development. Forty
years later, Blue Heron Park Preserve is
close to 250 acres and offers a nature center, nature-themed “tot lot”, and free nature programming throughout the year.
“The park is a bird sanctuary and
home to many species of migrant and
nesting birds,” says Mike Shanley, newly
elected President of the Friends of Blue
Heron Park. “The park most recently
hosted a Rufous Hummingbird for over
a month, and has hosted a number of
rarities over the years, including Yellowthroated and Prothonotary warbler.” The
park is also home to a resident population of Eastern Screech Owls.
After more than 40 years, Jack Baird
recently stepped down from his position
as President of Friends of Blue Heron
Park. He is now President Emeritus.
“Jack and Lois were pioneers on Staten Island and throughout the region,”
Shanley says.

The nature center is a popular gathering place within 250-acre Blue Heron Park Preserve.
Photo © Jennifer Shanley
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Thanks to the efforts of the far-sighted
Bairds, Blue Heron Park Preserve is open
for everyone to visit and enjoy. Learn
more at <www.preserve2.org/blueheron>.

Don Kienholz & Seth House:
The Big Bird Garden

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Don Kienholz, a park maintenance
worker for the City of Duluth, Minnesota, believes landscaping should accommodate birds and other animals as
well as people. With more than 20 years
of experience in organic gardening, he
and Seth House extensively landscaped
their 10-acre grounds north of Duluth to
do just that.
Kienholz and House use plant materials that offer food and shelter for
the birds. These include crabapple and
mountain ash for winter-persistent fruit,
evergreens for shelter and cones for
food, milkweed for Monarch butterfies,
brush piles for sparrows, dead snags
for cavity nesters, and sunfowers and
cornfowers for seed-eating birds once
the fower heads have dried. Columbine
and pulmonaria are early nectar sources
for returning Ruby-throated Hummingbirds, and wild grapes, chokeberry, viburnum, and elderberry bear fruit in
summer. Thirsty gardens and ornamental plants drink harvested rainwater.
A water feature in the yard incorporates a pond that many local birds use
in the dry summer months. In the frigid
Minnesota winter, birds enjoy feeders
flled with seed and suet, and heated
water.
This is a true haven for birds. The
yard list boasts 177 species, including Tufted Titmouse; Summer Tanager;
Black-throated Blue, Connecticut, and
Golden-winged warblers; Black-backed
Woodpecker; Boreal Chickadee—and a
frst Minnesota record of Cassin’s Finch.
Seven owl species are drawn to the yard,
as well: Northern Saw-whet, Boreal,
Northern Hawk, Great Gray, Barred,
Great Horned, and Long-eared.
The yard is a boon for people, too.
Kienholz and House enjoy gardening,
and they preserve, by canning and drying, much of the food they grow.

Don Kienholz and Seth House enjoy gardening, and have turned their 10-acre yard north of
Duluth, Minnesota, into a paradise for birds. Photo © Don Kienholz

share that with them, makes them feel
invited, special, and ‘lucky’.”
Brumfeld believes it’s important to
focus on diversity within even an urban
landscape. She encourages kids to keep
their eyes wide open.
“I don’t expect these kids to become
avid birders,” she says. “I don’t expect
anything from them other than respect
for one another. But I know that something changes in their hearts. And that
when the time comes, they’ll refect on
their positive experiences and be far
more inclined to heartily support conservation with their voices, their votes,
and their efforts.”
Many people who have accompanied
Brumfeld on the nature outings contact
her later, asking how to volunteer, how
they can help, where they can donate,
and how they can tap into more experiences, with more depth and knowledge.
At the end of the day, she says, “people
are hungry—longing, even—to connect
to the natural world.”
Want to get involved? Brumfeld
would love to hear from you. Contact
her at elfn_skimmer@hotmail.com.

news,” Brumfeld says. “But it’s
mostly only being talked about,
unless you’re on the front lines
of outdoor education.”
Suburbanites may have some
connection with nature—they
may go to local parks or take
an occasional hike—but innerJudy Pollock:
city kids are typically nervous
or even terrifed to walk in the
Migratory Makeovers
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
woods. That’s why Brumfeld,
Judy Pollock is helping to provide
who works for Cleveland Memuch-needed food and shelter for birds
troparks
Outdoor
Experiences,
With a yard that attracts 177 species of birds, Don
migrating through Chicago. As Bird
takes
inner-city
kids
on
weekKienholz (left) and Seth House have reason to smile.
Conservation Coordinator for Chicago
end nature hikes and outings.
Photo © Seth House
Audubon and a founder of the Chicago
For the kids, she says, it is a
Migratory Bird Alliance, Pollock has
Jen Brumfeld:
completely surreal experience.
helped organize a series of “Migratory
“There comes a moment when their
Inner-City Kids’ Adventures
Makeovers” on Chicago’s south side.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
eyes ignite, and they no longer have fear,”
She works with community organizaBird illustrator and birding tour guide
she says. “From then on it’s all about
tions, schools, and public agencies to
Jen Brumfeld is changing the lives and
fun, discovery, and sheer awe. Getting to
plant shrubs and understory plants in
hearts of inner-city kids in Cleveland,
spend time not just in nature, but with
campuses, parks, unused land, or other
Ohio, by introducing them to nature.
someone who is head-over-heels excited
landscaped or natural areas where landUrbanites, especially children, are often
about the natural world and wants to
owners are willing to cooperate.
cut off from the natural world. With few
The Migratory Bird Alliance’s
experiences in natural environments—
grassroots projects not only proand, at best, only a tiny yard with a few
vide friendly habitat for birds
pigeons or starlings nearby—city kids
during the migration season,
rely on TV and movie images that make
but also mobilize the local comnature seem terrifying, bizarre, or even
munity to promote conservation
UNnatural.
and supply welcome employJen Brumfeld introduces inner-city kids to the wonders
“That many urban dwellers are far and
of nature, including this box turtle. Photo © Joe Yachanin
ment opportunities. Projects
away disconnected from nature is not
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hearing about proposed changes in crab
harvest quotas; and won the youth division of the Delaware Bird-A-Thon while
raising money for shorebird habitat. The
rufa Red Knot was offcially proposed
for listing under the Endangered Species Act in September 2013, and Hudson, helped by his tech-savvy brother,
organized two online petitions which attracted hundreds of signatures—including those of many ABA members.
“For helping me to fnd the joy that is
birding,” Hudson says, helping the Red
Knot “was the least that I could do.”
Keep up with Friends of the Red Knot
at <mysite.verizon.net/vzeu3rwf>.
Greencorps Chicago members, including Judy Pollock, complete a “Migratory Makeover” at
Chicago State University to provide food and shelter for migrating birds. Photo © Karel Jacobs

are fnanced by the alliance via the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service’s Urban Bird
Treaty program, and are installed by the
city of Chicago’s community landscaping and job-training Greencorps Chicago program.
Find out more about the alliance,
view site planting lists and updates, and
contact Pollock directly at the alliance’s
website <www.habitatproject.org>.

Mike Hudson:
To a Knot

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Eighteen-year-old Mike Hudson has
focused on the connections between
birding and conservation since his
grandfather—a great outdoorsman and
artist—frst inspired Hudson’s interest
in birds 10 years ago. In middle school,
Hudson learned about the 20,000-mile
annual migration of the Red Knot and
was suitably impressed. After doing a bit
of research, he discovered that knot populations are crashing in the eastern U.S.,
and decided to do something to help.
Hudson enlisted several friends and
formed an after-school club to study
Red Knot conservation, inviting in a
local ornithologist and environmental
lobbyist to learn about the bird’s biology and threats to its survival. Subspecies rufa, which migrates between the
Arctic Circle and Tierra del Fuego, relies on horseshoe crab eggs during its
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journey up the East Coast of North
America each spring, but, as Hudson
discovered, the crabs have often been
overharvested for bait. His club drafted
a letter asking that rufa be listed as endangered, encouraged his entire school
community to sign the letter on Earth
Day, and sent it to the U.S. Department
of the Interior.
Hudson’s group then participated in a
Red Knot banding event in Cape May,
New Jersey; witnessed the opening of
the DuPont Nature Center, Delaware, at
one of the Atlantic Coast’s largest horseshoe crab spawning sites; testifed at a

Gallus Quigley:
A Subdivision Apart

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Minneola, Florida, resident Gallus Quigley has gone native—and he’s persuaded
his whole neighborhood to join him.
Like many people, Quigley lives in a
subdivision. The landscaping in such
communities usually isn’t very enticing
to birds, but Quigley wanted to change
things up when he bought his home in
October 2009. He envisioned a wildlife
refuge of native plants.
The problem was how to get his
neighbors to go along with it. Quigley
became involved in the homeowners’ association that governed the subdivision,
was elected secretary, and
fnally persuaded the association to embrace
native plants for future
landscaping. It took more
than two years of work,
and it helped that Quigley could show other
homeowners how he had
successfully landscaped
his own yard with native
plants.
“Seeing something new
makes it less scary,” he
says.
Quigley explained to
the other homeowners the benefts of native
Inspired by his grandfather, Mike Hudson, shown here banding
plants, such as less water
shorebirds with his sister, Emily, has dedicated himself to Red
use, lower maintenance
Knot conservation. Photo © Gail Hudson
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state levels, and, to spread the good
word about birding in the Mississippi
Delta, began hosting ID workshops,
birding trips, and other creative events,
including a “Know your LBJs Like Your
ABCs” sparrow workshop, a “Fifty
Shades of Gray” gull workshop, and a
“Woodcocks and Wine” fundraiser. The
group maintains an active Facebook
page: facebook.com/delta.wind.birds.

Allen Williams:
Bird Magnets in School Grounds

After some back-and-forth, Gallus Quigley convinced his homeowner’s association to embrace
native plants. Photo © Gallus Quigley

costs, and more pollinators for vegetable
gardens.
“The best part is that now the community has a unique entrance,” he says.
“It isn’t like every other subdivision in
the area.”
Quigley’s experience shows how one
individual can change a whole community, one yard at a time. He says: “You
just need to invest a little time and passion into it.”
Contact Quigley at gallusq@gmail.com.

Delta Wind Birds:
Helping Mississippi Shorebirds

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
After the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
spill, a brand-new federal project called
the Migratory Bird Habitat Initiative was
instituted to help Gulf Coast landowners manage their property for wildlife in
key areas. The partnership was so popular (enrolling nearly half a million acres,
three times as much as projected, with a
budget of $40 million) that it has inspired
other, similar programs; for instance, in
2011, the initiative was expanded to include the northern Great Plains, paying
farmers across the Midwest to restore
and manage wetland areas.
Three birders from Oxford, Mississippi—Jason Hoeksema, Gene Knight, and

J. R. Rigby—heard about the success of
these programs and embraced the concept. In the fall of 2013, they decided
to create their own organization, called
Delta Wind Birds, to help migratory
shorebirds (“wind birds”) in the Mississippi Delta region.
“In many cases, agricultural management of the landscape produces quality
shallow-water habitat and mudfats for
shorebirds, but not always in the right
season,” they point out. Their idea was
to provide incentives for farmers to leave
their land shorebird-friendly while the
birds are moving through.
Within a few months, Delta Wind
Birds formed partnerships on local and

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Allen Williams, who owns a landscaping business in Pharr, Texas, has, for
more than a decade, maintained one of
North America’s birdiest yards. His 2.5acre property in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley is a lush oasis of native trees,
shrubs, vines, and other plants. “The

Delta Wind Birds co-founders Gene Knight
(middle) and Jason Hoeksema (right) scope
out shorebirds in a west Mississippi catﬁsh
pond with state ornithologist Nick Winstead
(left). Photo © J. R. Rigby

At a recent Winter Sparrow identiﬁcation workshop, the Delta Wind Birds group stalks Le Conte’s
Sparrows at the Sardis Waterfowl Refuge in northern Mississippi. Photo © Stuart Nielsen
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have settled for my own tiny nature parSanctuary,” as Williams
and ecosystems.
adise here deep in south Texas that has
“There’s a big push to
calls it, is an excellent
given me great joy over the past couple
get kids outdoors more
example of small-scale
decades,” Bennett says.
frequently and have feld
habitat restoration with
The yard has been planted with neartrips, but that’s just one
big results. By cultivating
ly a hundred (at one time, before the
day out of the year,” Wilnative plants instead of
drought) species of south Texas native
liams says. “When kids get
lawn, Williams has creplants, including endangered species,
ated a green oasis amid Expanding on the landscape ideas to witness how birds and
and draws nearly 170 species of birds.
butterfies subsist off native
the metropolitan sprawl that made his own yard famous,
“Numbers don’t convey the joy of
of the Lower Rio Grande Allen Williams is spreading native habitat on their own camhabitats across the 43 schools in
four species of thrush or nine species of
pus, then there is a better
Valley.
warbler in the yard, or both Indigo and
Now, Williams has the Pharr-San Juan-Alamo Indechance that kids will apPainting buntings at once, or the lovely
even bigger plans—to pendent School District—including preciate nature, and have
Reed-Mock Elementary, shown
night call of a Chuck-will’s-widow in a
change the entire landmore of a conservation
here, where kids help plant a
small piece of reconstructed habitat in
scape of the Pharr-San butterfy garden. Photo © Pharr-San mindset.”
an urban/suburban location,” Bennett
Juan-Alamo Independent Juan-Alamo Independent School District
Williams, whose busisays. “This is not even mentioning the
School District. For the
ness is called Williams
Wildscapes <williamswildscapes.com>,
wonderful variety of species that have
past year, Williams has been employed
is happy to share designs and advice on
nested in the yard, including Great Kisby the district to oversee an ambitious
kadee and Plain Chachalaca. In fact,
restoring backyard and school habitats.
six-year landscaping overhaul that will
there is a Hooded Warbler outside my
bring native trees and shrubs to school
window right now!”
F. P. “Tony” Bennett:
grounds, starting with new schools and
At about the time Bennett’s yard was
elementary schools, and gradually transXeriscape and Art
getting press attention, the Harlingen
forming all 43 schools into magnets for
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Chamber of Commerce and local birdbirds and butterfies. The project follows
The multitalented F. P. “Tony” Bennett,
ing enthusiasts started thinking about
Certifed Wildlife Habitat® guidelines
of Harlingen, Texas, is known for his
organizing a birding festival. And so
set up by the National Wildlife Federalush paintings of Neotropical birds, his
it happened that, in 1993, when the
tion to create outdoor classrooms where
long connection with the Rio Grande
Rio Grande Valley Birding Festival was
students can learn about wildlife species
Valley Birding Festival, and his experlaunched,
Bennett—
and ecosystems.
tise as a birder and bird
who, thanks to his yard,
“We’re starting with new schools betour leader—but it is
had become a local cecause we can begin with a proper landhis yard that he considlebrity—was named the
scape, and then we’re going back to the
ers his showcase.
festival’s featured artist.
In the early 1990s,
older schools—beginning with elemenHis frst festival promotary schools because we feel it’s real imBennett’s
xeriscaped
tional poster, which feaportant that we reach the younger ones
yard was featured in lotured Harlingen’s offcial
frst,” Williams says.
cal newspapers, generbird, Great Kiskadee,
Construction recently began on a new
ating interest not only
launched a tradition of
school that will retain a fve-acre rectbecause of its natural
connecting art with festiangular section of land as a nature park
beauty, but also beval activities. Bennett reof original habitat. Landscapers plan to
cause it blatantly violatturned as featured artist
carve trails through the 30-year-old fored the city codes. Benest of mature anaqua trees, mature mesnett fought City Hall In F. P. “Tony” Bennett’s front and back for the festival’s 10th and
20th anniversaries.
quite, and granjero (spiny hackberry).
for the right to keep his yards, nearly 170 species of birds are
Although he began his
“There’s no reason we shouldn’t be
wild landscaping, and attracted to a plethora of native plants,
career as a feld guide
treating our school grounds a bit difhe succeeded. After including this Drummond’s Turk’s
Cap—the small red fower of which is
illustrator, Bennett has
ferently than we have in the past,” Wilthat, nature enthusiasts
preferred by Buff-bellied Humminggradually developed a
liams says. “And we hope to entice other
began visiting Bennett’s birds. Photo © F. P. “Tony” Bennett
style of painting that
school districts in the valley to do the
yard, curious about the
portrays birds with richly detailed backsame thing. And then spread it through
new trend in landscaping that did not
grounds of plant life—conveying the
Texas. And throughout the U.S.”
require watering. Today, xeriscaping has
interconnectedness of birds and the enThe project involves more than landbecome widespread practice.
“In lieu of having a studio in the cloud
vironment that anybody can see right in
scaping. New classroom curricula will
forests somewhere in Latin America, I
his own front (and back) yard.
also teach students about local species
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Early

Gets
the Worm!

Antpitta Feeding in the Andes
W

“María”, a very conﬁding Giant Antpitta,
is the bird that started
it all for Ángel Paz,
and, by extension,
everyone else who’s
now in the antpittafeeding business.

ho would’ve thought that some of the hardest-to-see Neotropical birds could
be readily habituated to attending feeding stations? Seals at the zoo I get, but
the skittish antpittas that skulk through the drippiest, darkest tracts of the
forest foor? They sing and call, trilling and hooting, but stay away from your binoculars all morning long. In case you’re not familiar with them, the antpittas are a group
of over 50 species of chunky suboscine passerines ranging in size from the four-inch
Ochre-breasted Antpitta to the Giant Antpitta, which exceeds 10 inches. They live
exclusively in the Neotropics and are most diverse in the subtropical cloudforests of
the Andes, in Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. These cloudforests have rough topography, making it extra hard to see a bird that wants to stay hidden. So the chance to
see these birds on schedule and up-close for your easy viewing pleasure can become
the highlight of your trip. Or maybe it could even cause some slight misgivings, making you feel like you’ve just witnessed
something better left secret, something
intimately “other”.
What do I mean by “called in on
schedule”? Well, beginning in 2005, one
unassuming Ecuadorian farmer named

Image © Nick Athanas
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Ibarra, Ecuador
bkrohnke@gmail.com

Brian
Krohnke

The original “Antpitta
Whisperer” himself,
Ángel Paz. Photo
© Brian Krohnke
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Chestnut-crowned Antpitta.
Paz de las Aves, Ecuador.

Jocotoco Antpitta.
Tapichalaca Reserve, Ecuador.

Ochre-breasted Antpitta.
Paz de las Aves, Ecuador.

Tawny Antpitta.
Yanacocha Reserve, Ecuador.

Photo © Nick Athanas

Photo © Nick Athanas

Photo © Mike Lockhart

Photo © Nick Athanas

Ángel Paz (AHN-hell PAHSS) has been
habituating these birds to eat worms and
other tidbits at blinds, at feeding stations,
on logs, and even out of his hands. The
quirkiness of these birds and the great
novelty of the situation raise several interesting questions: How is it that you
can habituate an antpitta? Is this really
“birding”? Does feeding antpittas have
any conservation impacts? Do local communities beneft? In other words, can we
all feel good that we’ve done our duty to
help the birds we hope to protect via conscientious ecotourism, or should we feel
just a little bit naughty, like an interspecies Peeping Tom?

To attempt to answer these questions, I went right to the source, to the
place where antpitta feeding, or antpittawhispering as it were, began: at the Paz
family farm in Nanegalito Parish of the
Metropolitan District of Quito, Ecuador.
I didn’t have far to travel. As one of the
directors of the Mindo Cloudforest Foundation, I’ve been managing the forest adjacent to the Pazes’ for the past few years,
and before that I was the project leader
for the implementation of both the Milpe
and Río Silanche bird sanctuaries, nearby
birding destinations and part of the same
birding circuit. Full disclosure: We don’t
actively feed any antpittas at Milpe and

Río Silanche, but we have been putting
up hummingbird feeders and fruit feeding
stations for tanagers and other frugivores
for years. Maybe these practices are essentially the same as antpitta feeding, and fall
on a continuum with the seed and suet
feeders you have outside your back door
right now. Or maybe hand-feeding an antpitta is intrinsically different and qualifes
as “baiting”.
Now known as Refugio Paz de las Aves
<refugiopazdelasaves.com>, the Paz bird
refuge lies amidst several small farms belonging to different members of the extended Paz family. They raise chickens,
tree tomatoes (tamarillos), Andean black-

Ángel Paz feeds “Willy”, a Yellow-breasted Antpitta. Photo © Brian Krohnke
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Undulated Antpitta.
Abra Patricia Owlet Lodge,
Peru. Photo © Nick Athanas

Chestnut-naped Antpitta.
Rio Blanco Lodge, Colombia.

Yellow-breasted Antpitta.
Paz de las Aves, Ecuador.

Rufous Antpitta.
Yanacocha Reserve, Ecuador.

Photo © Glyn Dawson

Photo © Nick Athanas

Photo © Nick Athanas

berries, and some dairy cattle. And then
there’s the bird business run by Ángel,
with help from his brother, Rodrigo, and
their wives, María Flor and Diana. What
began in October 2005 as the chance to
see one Giant Antpitta that Ángel christened “María” now includes several
sought-after and hard-to-fnd birds, including Ochre-breasted, Yellow-breasted,
Moustached, and Giant antpittas, Orangebreasted and Scaled fruiteaters, Velvetpurple Coronet, Empress Brilliant, Darkbacked Wood-Quail, Ocellated Tapaculo,
and other assorted surprises—depending
on your luck and the season.
How is it that the notoriously-hard-tosee antpittas can be habituated to come
when called to a virtual birders’ circus?
First, my sense is that Ángel and company
are working on the birds’ schedules and
not vice versa. There are a few hypotheses, like this radically and sublimely morphological observation by an area farmer:
“They kind of look like little chickens and
chickens respond to scattered feed.” Or as
offered by Harold F. Greeney, in Neotropical Biology and Conservation (May–August
2012), the more complex hypothesis that
perhaps some of the antpittas are commensal feeders that sometimes follow
mammals through the forest, exploiting
the insects scared up by the disturbance.
The idea here is that antpittas are predisposed to key into mammalian movement
and noises, and so are relatively easy to
habituate.
Maybe this isn’t too off-the-wall. There
are, after all, other birds with commensal feeding relationships with mammals.

The most widely known among them is
probably the cosmopolitan Cattle Egret.
Much more obscure but more relevant to
the Andes is the Banded Ground-Cuckoo, which is said to follow peccaries. It
is worth noting that these endangered
ground-cuckoos were being successfully
monitored (and fed!) at a location only
about 10 miles from Refugio Paz de las
Aves for much of 2012 and 2013. (However, the recent news from Un Poco del
Chocó <unpocodelchoco.com> is that the
ground-cuckoos have been further afeld.)
An alternative hypothesis, offered by
Robert Ridgely and Guy Tudor in their
Field Guide to the Songbirds of South America: The Passerines (2009), is that antpittas’

commensal feeding habits are refected,
as with the antbirds and the antwrens,
by the “ant” in their name. They follow
swarms of army ants, exploiting the feeding opportunities the ants drum up, and
are therefore inclined to take advantage of
food provided by other animals. Another
more accepted and published hypothesis
is that the larger antpittas, at least, feed
on the giant earthworms that are relatively
common throughout the subtropical and
montane cloudforests of the Andes. These
things can top four feet long and two
inches thick. Yummy, and not just for antpittas—the other day I saw a Plate-billed
Mountain-Toucan eating a squashed giant
earthworm off the road!

Only a decade ago, birders could
only dream of sharing time and
space with a Giant Antpitta. Now,
it’s a sure thing at Refugio Paz de
las Aves. Photo © Glyn Dawson
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Most species do what they can to
thrive. For chickadees or the occasional
Hairy Woodpecker, that might be frequenting a suet feeder. When one species eats food provided by another, is
there something more taking place than
just survival? In that moment of contact,
is there a sort of communion that also
counts for something?
Some would say, “No”, and maintain
that any feeding of a bird or other wild
creature is “baiting”—an intrusion, an
interruption of supposèd inviolate or
pristine reality. In the same vein, here
in Ecuador I have many times heard the
claim that sugar water feeders give hummingbirds diabetes. Of course, no one can
produce a study to back up that slanderous charge (because no such study exists),
and common-sense observation shows
that with this additional permanent calorie source, local hummingbird populations zoom upwards. In fact, my concern
for sugar water’s conservation impact has
always been for that additional cohort of
insects that must get devoured by the exploding hummer population. By the same
token, are local giant earthworm populations being negatively impacted by an increase in antpitta numbers? Is the antpitta
the new feral cat of the Andes?
Of course, I’m being facetious. The
positive impacts of the antpitta-feeding
phenomenon vastly outweigh any possible negative ones. In the case of the
Paz brothers themselves, the most visible
impact is economic. Now they drive new

pickups rather than old motorcycles with
bald tires. They create websites inviting
birders to come see their land rather than
“for sale” signs trying to get rid of it. And
their children are in college rather than
picking tree tomatoes and feeding chickens. Surrounding their homes is natural
Andean forest as opposed to expanding
cattle pasture. Ángel tells me that he’s trying to purchase another chunk of nearby
forest to conserve it and expand his tourism operation.
The community impacts of this type of
birding tourism are also positive, given
that success breeds emulation. Generally,
bird guides are now the new cool, the hip
thing to be, such that many high-schoolaged kids in the region are learning the
birds and trying to get into the business.
Consider that most of the world’s highland farmers are bound to encounter some
hard times periodically, and farm wages
rarely if ever lift someone out of poverty.
Like entrepreneurs anywhere, farmers
that fnd a specialty niche and successfully exploit it do better than those who
don’t, and combining tourism can greatly
increase income. However, creating a tourism product or experience that works can
be hard, and there are certainly some who
lose money or really struggle to stay afoat.
Ángel says that some of his other brothers and neighbors are jealous and accuse
him of hogging all the tourists. Indeed,
the same charges have been leveled at us
in the Milpe reserve, but the fact is that
well-conducted birding tourism grows the

market and creates positive incentives for
habitat conservation. In 1996, before the
main growth of birding in northwestern
Ecuador, a hectare of pasture cost four
to fve times more than a hectare of forest. Now the opposite is true! Tourism is
not a panacea, but where conditions permit, a virtuous cycle can start. The Milpe
Bird Sanctuary <mindocloudforest.org> is
about 45 minutes downhill from the Paz
bird refuge, in Los Bancos Canton, some
12 miles northwest of the Mindo entrance
road. In 2004, when the Mindo Cloudforest Foundation opened the trails for birders, there were precisely zero other tourism options along the rural seven-mile
Milpe–Pachijal road spur. As of January
2013, there were two small ecotourism
hotels and a community tourism operator in San Francisco de Pachijal (a short
walk in from the end of the road), and the
space has been identifed for possible government development of an “ecoroute” for
sustainable use and conservation. Not all
of these businesses are thriving yet, but I
suspect that they will fnd their markets
and persist. All of this echoes the experience of the Mindo valley itself, where
birding tourism began in the 1980s, at
which time there were virtually no services available to visitors. Now roughly 90%
of the valley’s population derives some of
its income from ecotourism.
For the romantics in the crowd, the feeding of these erstwhile mysterious, cryptic,
and hidden birds may somehow subtract
from the greater, sensorially overwhelm-

The top of this ridge was cleared for cattle
grazing, but the forested land below is part
of Finca Puyucunapi, which has been under
conservation management for the past 20
years. Its farmhouse was turned into vacation
rental space in 2013. This property, adjacent
to Paz’s, provides habitat for antpittas and
other cloudforest species. Contiguous forests
in healthy watersheds provide many different
successful and productive land use options.
Photo © Brian Krohnke
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Sites With Hand-fed Antpittas
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Cabañas San Isidro

(Napo Province, Ecuador)
· Chestnut-crowned Antpitta
· White-bellied Antpitta

Colibrí del Sol Reserve
(Antioquia, Colombia)
· Urrao Antpitta

El Dorado Lodge
(Magdalena, Colombia)
· Santa Marta Antpitta

Not all pasture is created equal. Ecologically aware landowners maintain silvopasture, which might also be called “shade
grazing”. In this example from Finca
Puyucunapi, the pasture has a diverse
community of trees, providing habitat
for many species. Though this type of
management is still sadly the exception
in northwestern Ecuador, ecological education is improving. Photo © Brian Krohnke

Guango Lodge
(Napo Province, Ecuador)
· Chestnut-crowned Antpitta

Loros Andinos Reserve
(Quindío, Colombia)
· Undulated Antpitta

Owlet Lodge
(Abra Patricia, Peru)
· Chestnut Antpitta
· Undulated Antpitta

Paz de las Aves Reserve
ing whole that is a tropical rainforest or
subtropical cloudforest visit. However, in
what is becoming more widely known as
the Anthropocene Epoch, what should we
expect? This new epoch, as distinguished
from the Holocene, is characterized by the
scale, scope, and intensity of human impacts on all aspects of our planet. The human hand is now everywhere, whether it
is spiking CO2 in the global commons we
call the atmosphere or the acidifcation of
our oceans. The evidence is plain.
There are those who view the present
time as a golden age for birding, with the
chance to travel far and wide to many
habitats previously dangerous, politically
unavailable, or devoid of services and
roads. But can we call an era “golden” that
may just be a slender window of opportunity, a preamble before the changing climate and other human impacts combine
to eradicate many of the species we want
to see or are seeing? Is the fact that the human hand has now gone all the way to the
mouth of the antpitta a communion or a
farewell gesture, yet another symbol of the
mass extinction event already under way?
I hate to be a downer on such a beautiful
day, but if we are to have a round of applause for people feeding and communing
with birds, then we must also have a mo-

ment of silence for the possibly imminent
loss of those selfsame birds.
It’s not only up to birders to fx everything that’s broken, after all. The birder’s
responsibility is like what we fnd in so
many other felds: as we try to be ethical
consumers and support sustainable initiatives, so too should we try to patronize
birding companies and operators who give
back to conservation efforts that actively
work to keep the birds around for us to
see, like at Paz’s refuge. And it certainly
doesn’t stop with antpitta-feeding. Ecuador is full of examples of people harnessing the power of ecotourism to beneft
habitat conservation. With Ecuador’s size
and good roads, it’s relatively easy to visit
many different sites and see a good chunk
of the country’s 1,600+ species. In fact, a
roughly 75-mile transect with Paz’s refuge
in the middle (38 miles going east and uphill to the peak of the 18,714-foot Antisana volcano and 37 miles west down to
steamy Puerto Quito at 750 feet in elevation) offers over 600 species, including 50
hummingbirds and 10 antpittas—at least
seven of which are being fed. I invite you
to come see them for yourself, and you can
be quite content in knowing that your visit
is helping to show the locals that habitat
conservation literally pays.

· Chestnut-crowned Antpitta
· Giant Antpitta
· Moustached Antpitta
· Ochre-breasted Antpitta
· Yellow-breasted Antpitta

Río Blanco Reserve
(Caldas, Colombia)
· Bicolored Antpitta
· Brown-banded Antpitta
· Chestnut-crowned Antpitta
· Slate-crowned Antpitta
· Undulated Antpitta

Tandayapa Bird Lodge
(Pichincha Province, Ecuador)
· Scaled Antpitta

Tapichalaca Reserve
(Zamora-Chinchipe Province, Ecuador)
· Chestnut-naped Antpitta
· Jocotoco Antpitta
· Undulated Antpitta

Wildsumaco Lodge
(Napo Province, Ecuador)
· Ochre-breasted Antpitta
· Plain-backed Antpitta

Yanacocha Reserve
(Pichincha Province, Ecuador)
· Rufous Antpitta
· Tawny Antpitta

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Information from “Antpitta Paradise:
A 2010 Update” by Sam Woods, Nick
Athanas, and Scott Olmstead in Neotropical
Birding, No. 8 (2011) and input from
Nick Athanas and Paul Greenfeld (2014).
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Bird Studies Canada
Advancing Bird Science, Conservation, and Education

B

irders come from all walks of life. Our
diverse backgrounds and motives vary
as widely as the birds that inspire us,
but we’re united by our shared interest in the
world of birds.
Whether birding is a casual pastime or an allconsuming pursuit for you, done with peers or
mostly privately, you’ve probably had the experience of trying to explain the allure, and indeed
the value, of birding. Some of us not only live to
bird, but also bird for a living. And for those of
us who have chosen to pursue our passion full
time, communicating the importance of bird research, monitoring, and conservation is critical
as we strive to raise broader public awareness
and support.
In many ways, these concerns are at the heart
of what we do at Bird Studies Canada (BSC).
We’re a heavily scientifc organization, and
many of our staff spend much of their time
dealing with data—collecting and/or analyzing
data, and reporting fndings—or coordinating
programs that provide larger-scale and longer-

term information about regional, national, and
international bird population trends. This is essential knowledge for the conservationists and
government departments responsible for species status assessments and recovery planning.
Just as important, and as you’re likely already
aware, changes in bird populations can indicate
changes in the health of the ecosystems and environment on which we all rely.
Our focus at BSC is on sound science to inform conservation decision making. It’s worth
noting that “citizen science” programs
are an increasingly crucial part of
how we achieve our mission. These
programs provide us with valuable
crowd-sourced data, while offering
participants engaging hands-on learning opportunities and creating meaningful connections with the natural world. Each
year, roughly 30,000 volunteer citizen scientists
across Canada contribute to BSC’s research and
monitoring programs. Public education and engagement are necessary to make these kinds of

Volunteers count hawks at Long Point Bird Observatory’s “Tip” research station. Photo © Hilde Johansen
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Port Rowan, Ontario
jallair@birdscanada.org

Jody
Allair

The Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada has
recommended a status of threatened
for the Barn Swallow. These birds are
among the aerial insectivores that
have experienced dramatic population declines in Canada since 1970.
Photo © Peter Ferguson
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citizen science monitoring programs, our
work helps guide conservation action.
BSC maintains Canada’s central database on birds, and is a primary source of
information for researchers. Collaboration
with numerous research institutions and
conservation partners, including government and non-government agencies, plays
a large part in our success.
Port Rowan, Ontario, is home to our
national headquarters, and we have several other offces across Canada. BSC staff
coordinate international, national, and regional research and monitoring programs,
as well as education initiatives that inspire
the next generation of birders, citizen scientists, and biologists.
Volunteer-based Nocturnal Owl Surveys run in many regions of Canada. Bird Studies Canada
coordinates these surveys in British Columbia/Yukon, Ontario, Québec, and the Maritimes.
Boreal Owl Photo © Jared Clarke

The Baillie Birdathon, Bird Studies Canada’s annual fundraiser for bird research and conservation,
is North America’s oldest sponsored bird count. Photo © Ron Rideout

programs work.
In striving to communicate BSC’s relevance and involve more people in contributing to our work, we were struck by the
similarities between our goals and the mission of the American Birding Association.
ABA President Jeff Gordon was a natural
choice as a collaborator. We’re fortunate
that Jeff has agreed to serve as BSC’s Guest
Birder for our 2014 Baillie Birdathon. This
annual May fundraiser for bird research
and conservation is the oldest sponsored
bird count in North America.
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This article aims to introduce readers to
our organization and our work, highlighting a few BSC programs that reveal different aspects of Canadian bird conservation
priorities. BSC is a national charitable organization for bird science, conservation,
and education. Our mission is to advance
the understanding, appreciation, and conservation of wild birds and their habitats,
in Canada and elsewhere, with programs
that engage the skills, enthusiasm, and
support of members, volunteers, and the
public. Through targeted research and
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International Collaboration
International collaboration plays a key role
in our work. We are the Canadian partner
for a number of North America-wide citizen science initiatives, such as the Christmas Bird Count, the Great Backyard Bird
Count, and eBird. One of our most successful collaborative programs is Project
FeederWatch, which we began as the Ontario Bird Feeder Survey in 1976. In 1987,
it grew to become a continental survey of
winter bird populations that now attracts
more than 20,000 participants annually,
as a joint program of BSC and the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology.
BSC is also a Canadian co-partner
(with Nature Canada) in BirdLife International, the world’s largest partnership for
nature conservation. The Important Bird
and Biodiversity Areas (IBA) Program is a
global initiative led by BirdLife International to identify, monitor, and conserve
the world’s most critical sites for birds
and biodiversity. There are nearly 600
IBAs in Canada. Large numbers of volunteers working across the country contribute to the program’s success through
stewardship, outreach, and bird monitoring activities.
Our Marsh Monitoring Program assesses bird populations as indicators of
marsh health. BSC launched the program
bi-nationally in Ontario and the U.S. Great
Lakes states in 1995, and in 2013 produced a report summarizing fndings from
the program’s frst 18 years (see <tinyurl.

com/BSC-MMP>). Volunteer surveyors have been
monitoring marsh birds
in Québec since 2004, in
the Prairies since 2008,
and in the Maritime provinces since 2012.

National and
Regional Programs
The Canadian Lakes Loon
Survey was launched in Ontario in 1981 and has been a
national survey since 1992.
More than 3,000 participants have monitored loons on more than 4,500 lakes. Participants determine numbers of territorial
pairs and of offspring that adults raise to independence. Results show consistent links
between lake acidity, mercury exposure,
and low numbers of offspring. To learn
more, see our 32-year report, published in
2013 <tinyurl.com/BSC-32yr>.
In collaboration with countless partners
and thousands of volunteers, BSC is documenting the distribution and abundance
of Canada’s birds through provincial or regional Breeding Bird Atlas projects across
the country. Atlases provide frameworks
for monitoring long-term changes in biodiversity across large geographic areas,
which can in turn be related to changes in
climate, habitat, and land use. The value
of these large-scale monitoring initiatives
is immense, and the atlassers’ dedication
is inspiring. For example, the nearly 1,000
registered volunteers for the Manitoba
Breeding Bird Atlas have logged more than
30,000 survey hours and have conducted
more than 28,000 point counts in the frst
four years of the project.
On Canada’s west coast, our researchers
and volunteers have been monitoring internationally important waterbird wintering areas for the past 15 years. The British
Columbia Coastal Waterbird Survey assesses variations and long-term trends in
population size and distribution, providing
insight into the effects of natural and human-induced change. Observations from
more than 19,000 individual surveys since
1999 enable us to generate reliable population trends for 57 waterbird species. A
recent analysis revealed that 35 species are

Left: Bird Studies Canada released its 32-year report on the Canadian Lakes Loon Survey in 2013.
Right: The frst-ever State of Canada’s Birds report, released in 2012, highlights several changes
in Canadian bird populations since 1970.

undergoing signifcant declines, including
Common and Pacifc loons; Horned, Rednecked, and Western grebes; and Dunlins.
In addition to research initiatives and
citizen science programs, we are increasingly becoming involved in Species at
Risk Stewardship Projects. Through the
Southern Ontario Forest Birds at Risk
Project, we have been monitoring the distribution, abundance, and productivity of
species such as Louisiana Waterthrush,
Prothonotary and Cerulean warblers, and
Acadian Flycatcher. We also work closely
with local landowners to help educate
them about the at-risk species nesting on
their properties, and to encourage best
management practices.

Another fne example
of BSC’s stewardship work
is the Nova Scotia Piping
Plover Conservation Program. We coordinate and
engage Piping Plover
“guardians” on more than
two dozen of the province’s
beaches in conserving
beach habitat and performing public outreach to help
recover the region’s population of this endangered shorebird. Since
2006, the number of breeding Piping
Plover pairs in Nova Scotia has increased
30%, and motorized vehicle use on beaches in the southwestern part of the province
has declined by almost 60%.
BSC has its origins in Long Point Bird
Observatory (LPBO), which was founded
in 1960. We evolved from a world-class
bird observatory into a national organization coordinating bird conservation initiatives across Canada and internationally. When BSC was formally launched
in 1998, LPBO was reinvented as a core
BSC program that primarily operates research, education, and training programs
at Long Point.
LPBO is the oldest bird observatory
in the Western Hemisphere. Today, its
fagship Migration Monitoring Program
houses one of the world’s largest datasets
on migratory birds, with a whopping total
of 927,224 birds of 272 species banded to
date. It’s also an important training center

The eastern rufa subspecies of Red Knot has declined by 70% in the past 25 years, prompting
an endangered designation in Canada. Photo © Mark Peck
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for bird biologists. Over the past 50 years,
more than 2,000 people have volunteered
at LPBO. This group includes dozens of
individuals from 15 Central and South
American countries who have participated in LPBO’s Latin American Training
Program since 1995. In recent decades,
groups of Canadian teenagers have traveled to Long Point each summer for training in bird banding and migration monitoring through LPBO’s Doug Tarry Young
Ornithologists’ Workshop. Graduates of
this workshop have gone on to become
some of Canada’s best and brightest naturalists and scientists.

Education
Since 2007, BSC has been working to develop a formal education program. Our
Bird Science and Environmental Education Program aims to foster environmental
stewardship and spark a lifelong interest
in birds, nature, and conservation. Curric-

ulum-connected school feld trips to BSC
combine education with bird research and
citizen science, providing a unique opportunity for students to explore bird diversity,
learn about migration monitoring through
bird banding, and study breeding birds.
Our educators also deliver bird-focused
programming at schools and lead community outreach programs to engage youth,
their families, and the interested public
in birds and bird conservation. For one
example, see the related Christmas Bird
Count for Kids article in this issue.
Moving forward, we envision expanding and strengthening our outreach efforts
on a more national scale. Targeted “urban
bird programming” to increase awareness
and enjoyment of important natural areas
within or near cities is being explored as
one method of nurturing greater public
appreciation and engagement. Our Toronto “Birds in the City” project, launched in
2012 in cooperation with several partners,
is raising awareness of bird conservation

Students monitor a nestbox for Bird Studies Canada’s
Bird Science and Environmental Education Program.
Photo © Liza Barney
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issues and increasing citizen science participation in Canada’s largest urban center
through workshops, outreach events, and
educational programs.

The Future
The frst-ever State of Canada’s Birds report <stateofcanadasbirds.org>, released
in 2012, highlights several changes in Canadian bird populations since 1970. The
report was a collaborative effort of the
North American Bird Conservation Initiative in Canada, whose members include
federal, territorial, and provincial governments, conservation non-governmental
organizations, and private sector organizations. The report’s authors analyzed results
from long-term bird population monitoring programs, such as the Breeding Bird
Survey, and several of BSC’s citizen science
programs. The dramatic fndings are already helping direct bird conservation actions across Canada and supporting new
international collaborative efforts.
On average, Canadian breeding bird

populations have decreased by 12% since
1970. The most dramatic declines occurred among three groups of birds in particular: grassland birds, aerial insectivores,
and shorebirds—especially Arctic-nesting
shorebirds. These groups have all declined
by more than 40%, with some species’
populations declining by more than 90%.
Fortunately, it wasn’t all bad news, as two
groups of birds—raptors and waterfowl—
showed promising increases over the past
40 years as a result of conservation efforts.
There is a great deal of work to be done.
For BSC and our partners, the report high-

lights emerging priorities for strategic
research, recovery planning, and implementation. This article provides a selective overview of the types of programs BSC
operates, but it’s not the complete picture.
Also, new programs, approaches, and technologies will change our understanding of
bird conservation issues and our options
for addressing them.
Real progress will only be possible
through large-scale cooperation—and not
just among governments, research institutions, and conservation organizations.
Broader public understanding of the issues

and a groundswell of support for conservation are essential if we are to make a difference. We can all play a part by sharing
our love of birds and by spreading the word
about why everyone should care about
healthy bird populations and ecosystems.
To learn more about Bird Studies Canada,
please visit our website <birdscanada.org>.
You can also follow @BirdStudiesCan on
Twitter or connect with us on Facebook
<fb.com/birdscanada>. The author is grateful to several BSC staff, and especially Elaine
Secord, for contributions to this article.
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Pine

Woodlands
Restoring the Woodlands of the Past
for the Birds of the Future

I

n the 1800s, thousands of settlers set out with families,
wagons, and possessions on an uncertain but hopeful west-

ward trek across southeastern North America. Many came from the
coastal plains and the Appalachians and traveled into the interior
highlands of Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, searching for a
better life. On those perilous journeys, they experienced vast expanses of park-like pine woodlands that echoed with the tooting
notes of Ivory-billed Woodpeckers, a species that used both oldgrowth bottomland swamps and old, open pine woodlands.
Those pine woodland ecosystems evolved with frequent fre,
which encouraged a lush understory of native grasses and wildfowers of amazing richness and diversity. That understory and its
web of life were vital for many bird species. Natural fres left the
trees spaced so widely that early settlers could easily drive wagons
among them. That, unfortunately, also led to widespread clear-cutting and, by the 1930s, those pine woodlands were nearly gone.
For example, of the 90 million acres of longleaf pine forest that
once existed, slightly more than four million remain today, and
only a tiny portion of that is considered old growth.
Much of the coastal plain of the southeastern U.S., with its deeper
soils, was then converted to agriculture. Meanwhile, to the north,
pines in the uplands grew on shallower, rockier soils, and land use
there shifted more to widespread free-range grazing. Later, as fres
were suppressed to favor the recovery of forests and woodlands,
pine forests largely gave way to oak and other hardwoods, and

Prescribed fre in Florida’s
Blackwater State Forest.
Photo © Vernon Compton
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Pine Woodlands

This open pine forest at Fort Polk in Louisiana has been maintained with a regular regimen of
prescribed burns that clear out the woody undergrowth and promote a diversity of grasses and
forbs to grow. This—but with much larger trees—is what the frst European visitors to the Southeast
would have seen, and what birds like Red-cockaded Woodpecker depend on. Photo © Keith McKnight

the grasses and wildfowers in the understory were smothered under shade
and thick layers of fallen leaves. In areas
where pines were still valuable, fastergrowing species often were planted in
plantations and managed with shortrotation clear-cuts and mechanical scarring of the soil to prepare the sites for
planting.
Several species of birds closely associated with the pine woodlands suffered drastic declines after the big trees
were cut and fre suppression limited
grassy growth in the understory. The
Red-cockaded Woodpecker, which
nests in cavities of older pines, is now
listed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service as endangered. Viable populations
exist only where fre has been restored
and management favors the growth of
large pines in open woodland settings.
Brown-headed Nuthatch, a pine obligate, and Bachman’s Sparrow are on the
Partners in Flight WatchList because
they are considered to be highly vulnerable due to a combination of small and
declining populations, limited distributions, and high threats throughout their
ranges. The Northern Bobwhite, which
once fourished in the grassy understory
of the coastal plain, has plummeted in
numbers. And the mighty Ivory-billed
Woodpecker is now nearly if not actually extinct.

The Beginnings
of Conservation
Without regular fre, Southeastern pine forest—like this one
in Pushmataha County, Oklahoma—quickly develops a dense,
woody understory. This leads to hotter, much more destructive
fres that can kill the pines. Photo © Keith McKnight

Northern Bobwhites,
like many other
species, require fremaintained habitats.
Photo © Gary Kramer
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Luckily for the birds, conservationists
began to see the need to restore native
pine woodlands, although it took a while
for the idea to catch on. Herbert Stoddard, in his landmark 1931 book, The
Bobwhite Quail: Its Habitat, Preservation,
and Increase, recognized the critical role
that fre plays in maintaining the grassy
understory of longleaf pine systems. Yet
it was not until the 1980s and 1990s
that the use of fre as a management tool
became widely accepted among conservationists and managers. Listing of the
Red-cockaded Woodpecker as federally endangered in 1970 played a key
role in increasing interest in fre-driven

pineland restoration projects. The development of
recovery plans for the species, beginning in 1985,
helped identify the scale at
which restoration should
occur and the structural
characteristics that managers need to work toward.
For example, the Ouachita
National Forest in the Interior Highlands of Arkansas,
with a small population
of the woodpecker, committed to the restoration
of some 250,000 acres of
shortleaf
pine–bluestem
ecosystems with the revisions of their forest plans
in 1994, 1996, 2002, and
2005.
Another important step
forward was the establishment of the The Longleaf
Alliance in 1995. It had
become apparent that interest in the
longleaf ecosystem and the tree itself
was growing rapidly, but there was no
outlet for ecologists, foresters, wildlife
biologists, landowners, and land managers seeking information or a means to
distribute known information on longleaf conservation and management. The
main purpose of The Longleaf Alliance
is to coordinate a partnership between
private landowners, forest industries,
state and federal agencies, conservation groups, researchers, and other enthusiasts interested in managing and
restoring longleaf pine forests for their
ecological and economic benefts. In
2007, under the leadership of the U.S.
Forest Service, the U.S. Department of
Defense, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, a Regional Working Group
of diverse organizations (including The
Longleaf Alliance) was formed to develop America’s Longleaf Restoration
Initiative. The vision of this partnership
is to strive toward creating viable longleaf pine ecosystems with the full spectrum of ecological, economic, and social values. Multiple organizations and

This map shows the likely historic (pre-European settlement) distribution of shortleaf and longleaf
pine forests in the southeastern U.S. and is based on information at <esp.cr.usgs.gov/data/little/>

Based on geology, soil patterns, and topography, this map depicts the location of pre-European-settlement habitats, including those dominated by shortleaf pine (i.e., “pine-bluestem” and “pine-oak”).
Central Hardwoods Joint Venture planners use this map to help identify where restoration of natural
communities can be most successful. Map © Lee O’Brien, Todd Farrand-Jones, and Jane Fitzgerald
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Because
natural forest
fres are suppressed across
most of the U.S.,
Red-cockaded
Woodpeckers now
depend heavily on people to
actively manage
their habitat.
Photo © Jacob
Spendelow
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individuals participate in this voluntary
Calcasieu District, Vernon Unit).
partnership.
State and local implementation teams
Following in the footsteps of The
in the East Gulf Coastal Plain, in LouisiLongleaf Alliance and the America’s
ana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida,
Longleaf Restoration Initiative, the
have also accomplished a number of acShortleaf Pine Initiative was launched
tivities to restore and maintain longleaf
in the spring of 2013 as a collaborapine forests. One local implementation
tive and strategic response to the drateam, the Gulf Coastal Plain Ecosysmatic decline of shortleaf pine forests
tem Partnership, consists of partners
and associated habitats. American Bird
who agree that increasing the acreage
Conservancy staff members also lead
of longleaf pine through planting is a
a partnership, the Interior Highlands
priority goal toward the recovery of
Shortleaf Pine Restoration Initiative,
the longleaf pine ecosystem. However,
focused on the restoration of shortleaf
an equally high priority is increasing
pine–bluestem and pine–oak woodon-the-ground management, especially
lands in the Ozark/Ouachita regions
prescribed fre and invasive species conof Arkansas, Missouri, and
trol, to restore and maintain longleaf
Oklahoma, and have
pine forests and the important underworked with commustory component found in the system.
nity ecologists in the
In 2013, the team conducted prescribed
region to develop a set
burns on more than 64,000 acres, comof “desired future conpleted 767 acres of invasive species
ditions” for both public
control, and mechanically treated more
and private land.
than 19,000 acres to improve habitat.
Fortunately, in 2009, Congress providLocal implementation
ed national forests with an opportunity
teams in Texas and Louisito secure signifcant funding for woodana, formed in support of
land restoration work through the ColAmerica’s Longleaf Restolaborative Forest Landscape Restoration
ration Initiative, have been
Program. The program, administered by
working for several years to
the U.S. Forest Service, is intended to
restore longleaf pine forests,
encourage collaborative, science-based
encourage and facilitate frequent
ecosystem restoration on and around
prescribed burning, and ensure
national forest lands. Re-establishing
that suffcient sources of understory
natural fre regimes to reduce the inciherbaceous plant materials are available for conservation
efforts. In 2013, these
implementation teams
accomplished
more
than 190,000 acres of
longleaf conservation
across the two states.
Bird enthusiasts can
experience frst hand
the results of longleaf
pine restoration and
management in the
national forests of east
Texas (especially the
Angelina and Sabine) Red-cockaded Woodpecker numbers within Ouachita National Forest
and Northwest Louisi- increased markedly when regular prescribed burns and other manana (Kisatchie National agement practices were increased near the turn of the 21st century.
Forest, especially the Image © Ouachita National Forest, USDA Forest Service
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dence and negative consequences of uncharacteristically large and hot wildfres
also is part of the goal. As a result, up
to $40 million can be appropriated annually from 2009–2019, with up to $4
million a year available for any particular project. The program now is funding
hundreds of thousands of acres of pine
woodland restoration in the following
national forests: Ouachita (Arkansas and
Oklahoma), Mark Twain (Missouri), and
Osceola (Florida). Additional Forest Service funds have been awarded to pine
woodland restoration in the Ozark–St.
Francis (Arkansas) and the DeSoto (Mississippi) national forests as well.

Joint Ventures:
Using Science to Deliver
the Right Conservation
in the Right Places
Cooperative, regional bird conservation
partnerships, known as Migratory Bird
Joint Ventures, work to conserve habitat for the beneft of birds, other wildlife, and people. Since they were frst
established in 1986, joint ventures have
grown to cover nearly all of the U.S. and
Canada, and much of Mexico. These
self-directed partnerships address priority bird conservation issues within their
geographic areas.
The East Gulf Coastal Plain and Lower
Mississippi Valley joint ventures both focus on pine woodland restoration on the
coastal plain, and the Lower Mississippi
Valley and Central Hardwoods joint ventures share responsibility for advancing
bird habitat conservation through partnership with other organizations within
the interior highlands. Joint venture
partners have developed practical conservation strategies by using the latest
scientifc understanding of bird habitat
needs in order to identify and target the
most appropriate locations for action in
pine savannah habitats. At the heart of
these strategies are a few basic tenets:
These most imperiled bird species generally require fairly large tracts of suitable forest habitat, relatively large and
mature trees, and a canopy cover that

allows sunlight to reach the forest foor,
resulting in a diverse understory.
A cynic could be excused for thinking this alphabet soup of agencies and
programs is just a lot of bureaucracy, but
these partnerships among conservation
agencies and organizations are vital if
we are to achieve greater effciency, communication, and coordination. Joint ventures also work to develop and implement research and monitoring programs
and to engage the general public through
communication, education, and outreach. Successful conservation requires
passion and engagement from all of us.

Good News for
Birds and Birders
With so much work going on, not only
can we expect a brighter future for piney-woods birds, but birders should also
have a much easier time fnding these
wonderful and ecologically unique creatures. For instance, Ouachita National
Forest in Arkansas has seen a dramatic
increase in Red-cockaded Woodpecker
numbers since management for them
began, and visitors can witness the
transformation themselves, both in the
graph in this article, and on the ground.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s most
recent iteration of “Birding in the United
States: A Demographic and Economic
Analysis” continues to show a high interest by Americans in birding, with the
South demonstrating the highest interest. Many birders are now close to areas
where pine woodland is being restored.
This could be truly a “win-win”. But restoration takes money, and birders who

value the recovery of declining species
need to make their support known not
only to their elected offcials, but also
to the agencies and organizations that
must continue to choose among competing resource needs. So speak up and
get out…out birding, that is!

Read More
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Eberly, C. “Defending the Steppingstones
of Migration”, Birding, October 2002,
pp. 450-458. Available online:
tinyurl.com/Eberly-Steppingstones
Hess, P. “Weapons and Woodpeckers”,
Birding, January 2012, p. 25.
America’s Longleaf Initiative.
americaslongleaf.org
Central Hardwoods Joint Venture. chjv.org
East Gulf Coastal Plain Joint Venture. egcpjv.org
Gulf Coastal Plain Ecosystem Partnership.
longleafalliance.org/gcpep/about
Longleaf Alliance. longleafalliance.org
Longleaf Partnership Council’s 2013 Report.
tinyurl.com/LPC2013report
Lower Mississippi Valley Joint Venture (LMVJV).
lmvjv.org
LMVJV’s “Open Pine Landbird Plan”.
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Migratory Bird Joint Ventures. mbjv.org
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Brown-headed
Nuthatch is a pine
obligate. That means
it can live nowhere else
but pine forest, such
as is found in Point
Lookout State Park in
Maryland, where this
photo was taken.
Photo © Bill Hubik
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The Christmas Bird Count for Kids
Engaging a New Generation of Young Birders
Thousands of young naturalists braved the
wild winter, birding through snow and
rain, blizzards, ice storms, and the infamous polar vortex, to identify and count
winter birds across North America. A new
and enthusiastic generation of young birders eagerly participated in Christmas Bird
Count for Kids events from coast to coast
in Canada and the U.S. this past winter.
Most of these young birders and their
parents initially participated for the purpose of traditional holiday “fun”; however,
many have and will continue to take part,
knowing their efforts are also contributing
to bird conservation. Youth are learning a
new way to play outside, rediscovering nature as “citizen scientists”.
Citizen science is not a new concept;

in fact, it is more than a century old. The
Audubon Christmas Bird Count (CBC),
which began in the year 1900, was the frst
and is now the longest-running scientifc
study that credits the energy and efforts of
thousands of enthusiastic volunteers. Every year, CBCs survey and monitor winter
bird populations across the Americas, providing important information for bird science, government, and conservation.
Observing birds can be enjoyed by
people of all ages and skill levels, from casual backyard birdwatchers to competitive
birders ticking through their life lists. And,
because more than 10,000 bird species can
be found around the globe, birding can be
a life-long quest, intriguing all levels of
birders. Considering the ease and versatility of this hobby, the challenge for the
CBC and other similar citizen science programs is to attract the attention of young
people, and, ultimately, the next cohort

of citizen scientists. A growing need for
youth-oriented bird programming is being
acknowledged by local and global birding
communities. Although the importance of
connecting kids with nature is widely recognized, skill building and mentoring also
play important roles in engaging and sustaining youth participation.
Recognizing this trend in area CBC
events around Sonoma, California, the
idea of a Christmas Bird Count “just for
kids” evolved. In 2007, two of us, Tom
Rusert and Darren Peterie, hosted the frst
Christmas Bird Count for Kids (CBC4Kids), a youth- and family-oriented alternative to the century-old traditional CBC
that had already been established in Sonoma Valley. The success of this inaugural
CBC4Kids spread excitement and interest
throughout the Northern California birding community, building momentum to
spread the CBC4Kids movement across
North America. Bird Studies Canada, a
partner with the National Audubon Soci-

Families ﬂock together over the winter holidays from Alaska to Florida to participate in the
CBC4Kids, which is offered in English, French, and Spanish. Photo © Christine Hansen
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Tom Rusert

ety for the traditional CBC, supa few), consist of several young parported this initiative and became
ticipants, each with a parent, and
the Canadian partner for CBC4Kexperienced bird leaders. Armed
ids in 2010. Though modeled afwith their binoculars, bird feld
ter the traditional Christmas Bird
guides, and a common bird checkCount, CBC4Kids is designed
list of the area, teams venture out
specifcally to engage young peoand explore different survey routes
ple in birding, flling a necessary
to identify and tally all bird species
niche in reconnecting kids with
in the predetermined count area.
nature and birds. Ultimately, these
Bird leaders provide expertise and
young birders are future CBC
support, but the event is very much
participants, birders, naturalists,
kid-centric, to help young birders
ornithologists, and conservationbuild a sense of leadership and
ists. By bringing together youth
confdence in their skills. Keeping
Volunteer Richard Dale, of the Sonoma Ecology Center, reviews fnal team
and their families for a fun winter
in mind that a new experience is
results for accuracy in preparation for data entry. Photo © Duy Nguyen
birding adventure, participants
“only fun as long as it is fun”, the
range, the event introduces some “Birding
gain useful birdwatching skills, learn about
CBC4Kids bird hikes are kept to around
Basics” about wintering birds of the area.
local and migrating birds, and develop im90 minutes in length, compared to the
A “Binocular Boot Camp” session prior to
portant relations with other young natutraditional 24-hour CBC. However, hikes
the actual half-mile hike ensures that each
ralists. The seed is planted for the lifetime
are often modifed according to the variparticipant is comfortable fnding and fosport of birding.
able weather patterns across the continent,
cusing on birds using binoculars. Birding
A typical CBC4Kids is a fun, familysuch as the short 20-minute survey by a
teams, which are creatively named by the
friendly birding adventure held in Deteam in Sudbury, Ontario, whose frst anmembers (such as The Epic Eagles, Atomic
cember and January of each year. GenerPenguins, and Ravenous Redtails, to name
ally attracting participants in the 8–16 age
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The Christmas Bird Count for Kids
nual event experienced -26°F (-32°C)!
After the survey, team members regroup
and warm up with an ever-popular mug
of hot chocolate and their own brown
bag lunch. Excitement spreads rapidly as
groups return and share their birding experiences, a frst for many. Whether watching a Bald Eagle eat lunch on a frozen lake,
espying an elusive woodpecker in the
forest, or observing hundreds of Sandhill
Cranes foraging in a feld, sharing birding
experiences is a big highlight of the event.
Finally, group tallies are complied into the
long-awaited grand total list of individual
birds and species. Seeing the kids actually present their team results and birding
highlights to the assembled audience of
family and friends is unforgettable.
In addition to being a fun winter birding activity, observational data collected
at CBC4Kids events can be contributed
to eBird, a real-time, online database of
bird observations across North America.
Submitting their bird checklists to eBird
introduces the concept of citizen science
to the young naturalists and emphasizes
how their efforts can assist bird population
monitoring and conservation efforts.
CBC4Kids continues to gain momentum, with more than 100 new and recurrent events across North America. Participation north of the border has doubled
from last year alone, with nearly 30 events
spanning from British Columbia to Newfoundland. CBC4Kids events are relatively
simple to set up, easy on the budget, fexible with regard to location, and can be
hosted and organized by any group keen to
connect kids to the natural world. Various
youth and nature organizations, including
young naturalists clubs, schools, parks,
preserves, conservation areas, and wildlife
refuges have been adopting CBC4Kids as a
long-term Christmas holiday offering.
“As more and more unique organizations and birders engage in this kid-size
CBC, the more excited they get about the
movement’s long-term sustainability and
potential,” says Tom Rusert, CBC4Kids cofounder.
Many organizations have even added
their own activities to the event day, including Budding Birder workshops for the
young participants, building bird feeders
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Birding leaders ensure that all participants correctly identify and record each species and the
total number of birds counted. Photo © Duy Nguyen

CBC4Kids participants in action on Pender Island, British Columbia. Photo © Hans Tammemagi

and pinecone suet treats, chickadee feeding, providing CBC4Kids bird booklets,
and hosting live raptor demonstrations.
The CBC4Kids is an exciting way to engage youth and their families in a tradtional
birdwatching event and is a stepping stone
for young citizen scientists to carry their
enthusiasm through to the Great Backyard
Bird Count in Feburary, Migratory Bird
Day events in the spring, local birdathons,
and further volunteer opportunities. In addition to being a fun hobby and contributing valuable data for bird conservation,
participating in bird-focused citizen sci-
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ence promotes environmental stewardship
and builds a life-long appreciation for wild
birds and their habitats.

To learn more, visit the CBC4Kids Facebook
group, or connect through #CBC4Kids on
Twitter. For information and logistical support to facilitate a Christmas Bird Count for
Kids in the U.S., contact Sonoma Birding
<sonomabirding.com> at 707-939-8007 or
email sonomanature@gmail.com. In Canada,
contact Bird Studies Canada <birdscanada.
org> at education@birdscanada.org or
1-888-448-2473.

SI

n 2001, a serendipitous event
occurred. Larry Snyder, a local
farmer, was fshing with his kids at
the Oliver Reservoir in Kimball, Nebraska,
when a young lady named Cris Carnine
came up to him and introduced herself.
She was the frst Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory (RMBO) biologist for Nebraska
Prairie Partners, a collaboration between
RMBO and Nebraska Game and Parks
Commission. Her job was to engage landowners and build awareness and knowledge about birds in western Nebraska.
When Carnine showed Snyder a brochure
of the many species she was studying, Snyder noticed the Mountain Plover. He mentioned to Carnine that he saw that bird and
a nest on his farm two days prior. Carnine
visited his farm and confrmed he had indeed found a Mountain Plover nest.
If there were an award for most elusive
bird, Mountain Plover
would be a strong candidate. Nicknamed “Prairie
Ghost”, this sandy brown
bird blends into its environment almost too well.
Due to their dependence
on bare ground for nesting, plovers are attracted
A banded Mountain
Plover chick in Kimball
County, Nebraska.
Photo © Colin Woolley

Angela Dwyer

Fort Collins, Colorado
angela.dwyer@rmbo.org

Mountain Plover
Conservation Success
on Private Lands
to the disturbed and fallow felds that cultivated farmland provides. However, because the Mountain Plover and its eggs are
well-camoufaged, it’s easy for a farmer to
overlook a nest and cause accidental nest
loss or damage.
The following year, Carnine hired Snyder part time to assist with roadside surveys, which revealed higher numbers of
breeding plovers on agricultural felds
than originally thought. The occurrence of
plovers on farmland, and the general rarity
of this species, led to a proactive response
by state and federal agencies, landowners,
and nonproft organizations to fnd solutions that protect nests and do not inhibit
farming operations. Snyder was hired full
time to assist in marking nests to increase
nest protection. As of 2013, 79 landowners now work to protect the Mountain Plover on more than 200,000 acres of farmland by allowing RMBO to
search for, locate, and mark
nests. This is a model for success in working with private
landowners.
Many birders often express
interest in seeing Mountain
Plovers, but this elusive bird
occurs primarily on private

land and can be diffcult to spot without
a guide. During the last weekend of April
2014, the town of Karval, Colorado, hosted
its eighth annual Mountain Plover Festival
with guided tours of private lands otherwise inaccessible to the general public. At
this event, birders gained a better understanding of how landowners and biologists
work together to study and conserve nesting grounds for this elusive species, and
meet some of the farmers and ranchers. In
addition, RMBO and the Kimball Department of Tourism offered birding tours in
the spring of 2014 throughout Kimball
County, Nebraska, for Mountain Plover
and other grassland songbirds. This is the
frst year tours have been offered, and it is
hoped to be the frst of many.
Birders can continue to help this species by reporting sightings to eBird, local
birding listservs, and RMBO. You can also
help by supporting local birding in these
rural communities. To learn more about
the Mountain Plover and landowner involvement, check out the 2012 State of the
Birds report <stateofthebirds.org>. More
information about the Mountain Plover
and RMBO’s successful partnerships with
private landowners can be found on our
website <rmbo.org>.

Mountain Plovers need very sparsely vegetated areas for nesting, whether that is
grazed grassland or a fallow crop feld. Farmers and cattle ranchers are instrumental in helping to create and maintain adequate habitat where native grazers, such
as prairie-dogs and bison, are no longer abundant. Photo © Clay Edmondson
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even your backyard. They don’t see any
o be a better birder, be better to
difference between a native Sharp-shinned
birders. Where did I hear that? My
Hawk taking a Hermit Thrush in order to
wife, Rachel, just came up with it.
survive and a non-native feral cat being fed
We were trying to fgure out where this artiby humans that also kills Hermit Thrushes
cle was going, and she summed it up nicely.
because it’s just in its nature. It may be inMaybe, instead of publishing this article, I
stinctual, but it’s not natural for a predator
could just put that simple message up as
to receive daily food from humans and then
my Facebook status.
roam free to kill wildlife. Instead of sniping
I spend too much time on the internet—
at each other over things that have little efreading blogs, Facebook, and the comfect on bird populations (for instance, juments section of news articles (big mistake,
dicious use of playback, playing the listing
by the way)—and it seems that no matter
game, the occasional fushing of a bird), we
what someone says, there’s always someone
should be banding together to prevent or
else ready to tear it apart.
discourage behaviors that actually kill birds
“Windmills are great for reducing our
outright.
carbon footprints and slowing global cliThere’s another group of people—and it
mate change.”
is probably the majority—who just don’t
“You heartless SOB, windmills will kill all
see the value of having wildlife around. If
the birds.”
species go extinct, they think, “Well, that’s
“You shouldn’t take fights to foreign
just the way of the world. I can’t be bothbirding destinations. Don’t you know how
ered to do anything about it.” I was nomuch carbon is spewed out by airplanes?”
ticing students on campus the other day,
“Not so fast, mister; ecotourism might
walking to class with their faces looking
help convince developing nations to prodown at their phones. They didn’t notice
tect their biodiversity.”
the American Robin on the branch next to
“I can’t believe you are driving 100 miles
them or even the Red-tailed Hawk looking
to chase that Common Merganser just for
down from a nearby oak. They go through
your state list! What a waste of gasoline!”
their lives never noticing that each season
“But I’m going to thoroughly cover an
brings different birds to town. They do not
under-birded area along the way and enter
care that the woodlot was bulldozed for a
my data in eBird so we get a more accurate
new strip mall. They are not bothered that
picture of bird distribution.”
airports are killing Snowy Owls when there
The issues are not so black and white.
are better ways to
Perhaps we should cut
protect planes. It does
each other some slack
not matter to them
and save our angst for
that hawks are being
those who don’t even
poisoned by evercare if birds continue
increasingly-potent
to exist.
rat poisons. When
There are people
they run across a
and organizations out
Facebook post about
there right now who
killing rats to protect
believe that every feral
seabirds, they will not
cat should live wherPhoto © jadeandmatthew.com
know what a seabird
ever it wants to, inis, but they’ll know they are against killing,
cluding wildlife refuges, nature centers, city
and that’s all that will matter. Without eduparks, and your own yard. They are prescating them, we will be left to fght these
suring local governments to prevent you
battles alone. We could make fun of them
from removing unwanted feral cats from
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To Be a Better Birder

when they walk into trees while engrossed
by yet another wacky cat video on their
phones, or we could try to get their eyes to
see the beauty around them. Organizations
like the Georgia Ornithological Society and
the American Birding Association, among
many others, have active programs trying
to encourage and promote youth birding.
These programs show kids that there are
others just like them, and that it’s pretty
cool to be passionate about something, because, as the author John Green said, “nerds
like us are allowed to be unironically enthusiastic about stuff”. That stuff may include
their frst self-found rarity or being able
to distinguish a White-throated Sparrow
from a Swamp Sparrow. So don’t downplay
a new birder’s excitement over common
birds; encourage them, and engage them in
local conservation projects. We’ll need their
help to assure birds have a place on tomorrow’s landscape.
My wish is for birders to celebrate their
similarities, their shared passion. I want
us to avoid infghting on the internet.
Remember, it wasn’t too long ago that bird
enthusiasts shot birds and stole their eggs.
Even if we occasionally use an mp3 player
or fush a bird trying to get a better photo, we’ve certainly come a long way. Who
knows how birding might change in 50
years? In the not-too-distant future, as we
are wearing our Tilley hats with matching
drab-colored nanotech jumpsuits and fying with jet packs to see a cloned population of Passenger Pigeons, birds may only
be “countable” if you’ve done something
tangible for their survival. The big listers of
the future may be those whose lists refect
how much habitat they’ve helped restore,
how many feral cats they’ve removed from
the environment (with bonus points for
socializing them and giving them a new
indoor home), and how many kids they’ve
mentored. Don’t take all this the wrong way;
it’s absolutely correct to point out where we
can do better. But remember, we all want
wildlife to thrive and all species to survive.
Let’s quit the sniping and get to work.

Parallel Universes
D

id you know that there are thouThey may appreciate warblers, buntings,
sands of obsessed birders who
orioles, etc., in passing, but they choose to
you’re not likely to meet at your loinvest their time and energy in watching
cal bird club meeting, hawk watch, Christand learning about hummingbirds. Many
mas Bird Count compiling dinner, or major
hummingbirders have contributed to our
rarity event? Most of them aren’t members
understanding of migration and vagrancy
of state or regional birding listservs and
by collaborating with banders, and a few
don’t report their sightings to state records
become so obsessed with unraveling these
committees or eBird, either. It’s not because
mysteries that they train to become bandthey’re loners. They may spend hours each
ers themselves. It’s from these efforts that
week in online communities of like-minded
we’re privy to spectacular records such as
devotees. In fact, it would be hard to fnd
the Rufous Hummingbird that migrated a
more active and passionate groups of bird
record-breaking 3,500 miles (minimum!)
enthusiasts.
from Alaska to Florida, and the two BroadThe reason you won’t see these “invisible
billed Hummingbirds banded in winter in
birders” in typical birding venues is that
Louisiana that found their way to Colorado.
they’re obsessed with certain iconic “backOne of the heroes in the hummingbird
yard” birds: hummingbirds, bluebirds, and
community is my longtime friend and
Purple Martins. You might run into a bluebanding colleague, Lanny Chambers. He
bird buff checking nest boxes along a rural
is best known as the creator of the webroad or enjoy the hospitality of a hummingsite hummingbirds.net and its annual map
bird maven who’s hosting a rare vagrant,
of the spring migration of Ruby-throated
but for the most part, these highly focused
Hummingbirds. Since 1996, Chambers
birders live and bird in what amount to
has solicited frst-of-season reports from
parallel universes, out of sight of the mainobservers all over the eastern U.S., later
stream birding community. For many of
expanding to eastern and central Canada.
these specialists, birding isn’t so much
Each spring, thousands of visitors fock to
about personal achievement or competition
the website to watch as dated dots appear,
as it is about relationships, and providing
representing the northward movement of
nest boxes and feeders can foster greater apmigrating Ruby-throated Hummingbirds.
preciation of birds as individuals.
Though Chambers started this project to
The community of hummingbird watchhelp backyard hummingbird hosts know
ers is particularly large, diverse, and paswhen to put out their feeders, it has become
sionate. I often joke about hummingbirds
far, far more. With contributions from hunbeing a “gateway drug” for birding
and nature appreciation, but the effect can work either way. I’ve seen
hummingbird fans grow into general feld naturalists, and dedicated
feld naturalists (including ornithologists) get hijacked by hummingbirds. There are also those who
never step through the gateway
from hummingbirds to the bigger
world of birding, but their passion
is no less intense.
The most fanatical hummingbird- The author communes with fellow hummingbirders visiting
ers have a lot in common with hard- a private home during the Hummer/Bird Celebration in
core hawk watchers and gullers. Rockport, Texas.
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dreds of backyard watchers across the eastern U.S. and southern Canada, the maps
have deepened our understanding of how
topography and weather affect hummingbird migration.
The most dramatic example of this was in
March 2012, when Chambers’s map showed
something remarkable: Ruby-throateds
moving north weeks ahead of schedule. By
March 21, sightings had spread north to
Wisconsin, Michigan, and New York.
Those who compared the 2012 map to
previous years’ maps saw that, while the
dates were unprecedented in the history of
the project, the overall pattern was consistent. The older maps showed a tendency
for northbound Ruby-throateds to spread
through the Midwest along the Mississippi
River and its tributaries, and the March
2012 reports followed this pattern.
To many hummingbirders, the early arrivals weren’t too surprising. Migration is
triggered by the changing day length in
spring and fall, but its speed (especially in
spring) is dictated largely by weather and
resources. The weather in the Southeast
and Midwest had been unseasonably warm,
coaxing sap to rise and enticing insects out
of hibernation. Northbound Ruby-throateds that might otherwise have stopped over
along the Gulf Coast found warm southerly
winds and an ample supply of fuel, allowing them to proceed north at record speeds.
Increasing numbers of Ruby-throateds have
been wintering in the southeastern
U.S., and these birds would have a
head start on their tropics-wintering
relatives.
Other birds, too, took advantage
of the favorable conditions. The
2012 maps on eBird show a variety of migrants pushing north more
rapidly than usual: Broad-winged
Hawks, Purple Martins, Hermit
Thrushes, Orange-crowned Warblers, and Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers, to name a few. The sapsuckers
are particularly signifcant because
their sap wells provide a vital en-

Bisbee, AZ
sheri@feldguidetohummingbirds.com

Sheri L. Williamson
ergy source for hummingbirds that arrive
Reading Chambers’s Q & A about his
in northern latitudes before hummingbirdmapping project would have headed off the
pollinated fowers have begun to bloom.
assumption that its reports aren’t vetted.
As odd as the hummingbirds.net migraDots don’t appear automatically on the map
tion map looked in the spring of 2012,
as they’re submitted. Each one represents a
the reactions of some people outside the
sighting that Chambers has received, evaluhummingbird community were even more
ated, accepted, and placed by hand using
unexpected. Because eBird and local and
a graphics program. Reports of arriving
regional birding listservs didn’t refect as
Ruby-throateds that seem more likely to be
many early Ruby-throated sightings as
Rufous or other overwintering hummingChambers’s map, some members of the
birds, other birds, moths, fgments, or fabbirding community, including eBird and
rications never show up on the map at all.
Avian Knowledge Network Project Leader,
Chambers may hurt a few feelings by rejectMarshall Iliff, voiced skepticism. eBird
ing sightings that don’t pass muster, but the
reports are trustworthy, they argued, because they come from mainstream birders
and are vetted by knowledgeable regional
volunteers. Both the creator of the hummingbirds.net map and its contributors
were unknown quantities to most of the
mainstream birding community, and the
skeptics assumed that reports were added
to the map automatically and uncritically.
The rash of early sightings on Chambers’s
map must be moths, other small birds, or
something less tangible.
Unfortunately, these assumptions were
All accepted reports of Ruby-throated
Hummingbirds submitted to eBird,
completely unfounded. Chambers created
February–March 2012.
his frst hummingbird migration maps six
years before the launch of
eBird. Over the years, the project has gained a large following, including a small army of
backyard watchers who eagerly await and faithfully report
their frst Ruby-throateds each
spring. While it’s likely that
many of these dedicated hummingbirders couldn’t tell you
the difference between a Dovekie and a dowitcher, they do
know a hummingbird when
they see one. These long-term
relationships plus years of
study and experience make
Chambers uniquely qualifed
to judge the reliability of any
Ruby-throated migration re- Selected reports of Ruby-throated Hummingbirds submitted to
ports that are out of the norm. hummingbirds.net, February–March 2012. Map © Lanny Chambers

quality of the data is his overriding priority.
So what accounts for the vast differences
between the eBird and hummingbirds.net
maps in 2012? Much can be attributed to
birding styles and the birds themselves. The
active feld birders who make up the majority of eBird and listserv participants aren’t as
inclined as hummingbirds.net correspondents to stare for hours at feeders in hopes
of spotting the frst spring hummingbird.
Hummingbirds are also devilishly hard to
spot away from feeders and easily missed
when tramping woodland trails, much less
when scanning marshes and mudfats.
Much of the controversy over the 2012
Ruby-throated migration could have been
avoided by a more open-minded approach
to information coming from outside the
mainstream birding community, recognizing that the contributions of specialists
deserve consideration. There are almost
as many ways to watch and enjoy birds as
there are watchers. Some people travel the
world in search of unfamiliar species; others
are content to stay close to home, enjoying
and learning about the birds that visit their
own yards or neighborhoods. The birds we
love will beneft most if the birding community is a big tent in which everyone who
watches birds feels welcome to
contribute.
If you’re curious about
spring arrival dates of Purple
Martins in your area, ask the
neighbors who have martin
houses in their yard. If you
need data about the status of
bluebirds in your county, ask
the gentleman cleaning out
roadside nest boxes. If you
want to know when the hummingbirds normally arrive
in spring, ask the gardener
who puts out a hummingbird
feeder two weeks before the
frst eBird report for your area.
Their knowledge of birds may
not be broad, but you may fnd
it surprisingly deep.
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I’

ve always loved birds, but I didn’t
always know I could be a birder.
Only recently did I learn that I
could give what I loved to do a name and,
more importantly, that there were others
in the world I could share it with. Starting
from a young age, I’ve always had a bird
feeder up no matter where I was living, but
my relationship to birds changed considerably when I bought a house in upstate New
York, situated on a hundred-acre working
farm. I learned that farming doesn’t create the best habitat for birds. Yet there
are some healthy corridors on my land,
a pond fed by a spring, wetlands, and an
area of woods, so I get about 50 species of
birds, sometimes more. I saw these bright,
blue birds on the land that led me to the
North American Bluebird Society, which
in turn resulted in my putting up bluebird
boxes and monitoring them. I went onto
the bluebird forums to fnd out what to do
when I found blowfies on the nestlings,
how to replace a wet nest, and how to
cope with the ongoing war between bluebirds and Tree Swallows. The bluebirds
led me to the Cornell Lab of Ornithology’s Project FeederWatch. I started collecting data and learned how to create a
better habitat for the birds.
When I was back in the city,
Passer domesticus wasn’t doing it
for me anymore. I did an internet
search for “birds and New York”,
whereupon I found the ABA’s
website. It gave me information not
only about New York but also about
the 49 continental states and all of
Canada! And I could be a member?
You mean this could be an offcial
thing? I joined. I found bird sightings, bird locations, bird walks, and
forums. I found information about
Central Park, printed out a detailed birding map, and went exploring.
Within the park, I saw regular civilians,
and then, as I went farther in, I saw people
like me: a woman fxated on a Northern
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Waterthrush hopping along the edge of a
stream, a man smiling ear to ear while gazing at a Wilson’s Warbler, an older couple
sitting on a bench looking through binoculars. I breathed a sigh of relief. I was
not alone.
I got to know Central Park quite well,
but I live in Brooklyn and felt the need to
connect with birds closer to home. I found
the great website titled “Prospect Park
Sightings” and shortly thereafter joined
the Brooklyn Bird Club. I got an iPhone,
and that took my birding to a whole other
level. I had eBird at my fngertips, plus
Twitter, Google Maps, the Sibley app,
Wunderground, a wind

app, a tide app, a recording app for bird song... I discovered that
there were festivals for birders. I signed up
for The Biggest Week in American Birding.
I met fellow birders on the Magee Marsh
boardwalk early in the morning, and by
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Let’s Get the Word Out

evening we were still birding. They invited
me to a party, and when I found myself
with my new friends, crawling commando
style in the cold grass to get as close as
possible to a male woodcock, I knew I had
found my tribe.
I started calling myself a birder. And the
responses to that have been very surprising. Usually I get, “You’re a what?” It became clear to me that most people know
nothing about birds. But conversely, the
ensuing dialogue after the initial “huh?”
was encouraging: Most everyone was open
and curious to hear why I liked birds so
much. The word needs to get out. Whenever I have the opportunity, I try to talk
about birding. I carry my bins with
me because that’s always a conversation starter. I take extra time
watching birds on city sidewalks
because it’s almost guaranteed
that I’m going to have at least two
people ask me what I’m looking at.
I visit my daughter’s class and talk
to the kids about birds. My friend
Sharon Stiteler (a.k.a. BirdChick)—
whom I frst met on that trip to the
Magee Marsh boardwalk—suggested I ask half the class to fy around
as hawks and the other half as hummingbirds. And then we all became
geese and few in a V formation in the
hallway. The rest of the year, I had kids
eagerly coming up to me about a “special”
bird they had seen. They were now noticing the birds around them.
Anyone who loves birds knows that
they need our help. There is a lot that can
be done, and each one of us must fnd
how we can contribute. But by just becoming aware of birds, we are moving
a step closer to helping the planet. By
learning about birds, we necessarily also
learn about the air, water, trees, insects,
fowers, weather, and more that they (and
we) depend on to survive. Birds are great,
birds are everywhere, and anyone can go
birding. Let’s get the word out.

